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ABSTRACT 

 

The formation of explosive gas zones (EGZs) is a critical problem in longwall coal mines. 

The investigation of how EGZs might form currently relies on Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) models, which have limitations around long solution times and availability of certain 

validation data in a longwall mine. Physical, scaled models are an alternative to investigating 

dynamic fluid behavior under complex scenarios that range from aircraft design to airway 

investigation. Scaled modeling requires extensive dimensional analysis evaluation to replicate 

complex airflow phenomena adequately. This work presents design and manufacturing 

considerations to build a 1:40 scaled version of a longwall coal mine to investigate mine 

ventilation strategies and the formation of EGZs. The physical model presented is the only 

known scaled model of a longwall coal mine built on a modular design and capable of simulating 

different ventilation strategies, longwall face advance, and shearer motion. The physical model 

has a mine-wide atmospheric monitoring system (AMS) capable of measuring airflow speed and 

gas concentrations in the air courses, longwall face, and gob region. Initial experimental data 

results prove the model to be consistent with CFD models and published ventilation data of 

longwall coal mines. The physical model captured the trends of flow leakage and simulated 

methane accumulation across the longwall face compared to published data of actual mines and 

CFD models.  
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 CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 Longwall working face equipment and mining process 

Methane accumulation is an eminent risk in longwall coal mines. Poorly ventilated areas, 

such as the gob and air entrapment regions in the longwall face, are known for their methane 

ignition hazards. Methane ignition events at the longwall face are significant with a reported total 

of 1,637 events between 1983 and 2014 [1]. Methane formation in coal beds happens during the 

coalification process, and any disturbances in the coal seam, such as mining, may result in 

methane release [2]. As methane mixes with mine air, it can create explosive gas zones (EGZs) 

in the mine. Under normal temperature and pressure conditions, a methane-air mixture is 

explosive on a range of approximately 4.5 to 14.5% methane [3]. Methane-air mixture hazards in 

longwall coal mines have caused numerous mine disasters. The Upper Big Branch (UBB) mine 

explosion in 2010, which resulted in 29 fatalities, is the most recent and widely known mine 

disaster caused by the ignition of an EGZ in a longwall mine.  

Detailed investigation of EGZs in longwall coal mines currently requires computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) models. While CFD models bring an accurate representation of physical 

and chemical fluid phenomena in a longwall coal mine, limitations apply. These include long 

solution times, lack of realistic validation data in hard-to-reach locations, and possible 

oversimplification. These limitations can impact the usability of such models to thoroughly 

investigate the formation of EGZs in longwall coal mines. A widely adopted alternative to CFD 

modeling is the development of scaled physical models.  

The present work uses an optically accessible, 1:40 scaled version of a longwall coal mine 

as a research apparatus for investigating mine ventilation and the formation of EGZs in a 

longwall coal mine. The apparatus is equipped with a mine-wide atmospheric monitoring system 

(AMS) capable of sensing flow velocities, gas concentrations, and pressures. In this scaled 

physical model, the coal bed to be mined is designed in a modular way, allowing researchers to 

make changes in the gob, strata, and mining sequence, specifically, the advance of the longwall 

face. This research apparatus is also equipped with a gas delivery system capable of injecting a 

mixture of helium and carbon dioxide as a substitute for methane. The mixture is injected from 

the strata, the gob, and the longwall face. The apparatus is built in a modular design capable of 
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simulating different ventilation strategies including bleeder, U-type, and back-return. The scaled 

physical model contains 3D-printed elements of a longwall face, including shields and shearer. 

The 3D-printed shearer is remote-controlled and can replicate the motion of a real shearer, 

including drum rotation, cowl positioning and shearer travel along the face.  

The scope of work presented in this thesis includes the criteria used to design and build a 

1:40 scaled version of a longwall coal mine. Design elements include mining machinery, mine 

layout, ventilation system arrangements, gob, and strata. The thesis covers a range of ventilation 

experiments using the scaled apparatus and analyzes experimental data regarding mine 

ventilation, methane distribution, and accumulation in a longwall coal mine for various 

scenarios. Measurements are compared to published data of full-scale, operating longwall mines 

and CFD models at the full and 1:40 reduced scales.  

The research project presented in this thesis results from a 5-year long project funded by the 

National Institute for Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH). The project started in 2016. 

Prior to my start in the project (2019), the design and fabrication of the physical model were 

finished. My contribution to the research focused on deploying the AMS system in the physical 

model, the ventilation and gas experiments, and the management of other fellow research 

colleagues working on parallel research tasks. The work presented in this thesis includes all 

achievements during my involvement with the project and the ones before it. 

This research aims to prove the usefulness of a scaled physical model as a valuable resource 

for investigating mine ventilation and the formation of EGZs in a longwall coal mine. The scaled 

model is expected to guide the deployment of AMS systems capable of preventing mine disasters 

related to the ignition of EGZs in longwall mines. 

 Research objective  

This research aims to design, build and test a 1:40, optically accessible, a scaled version of a 

longwall mine. This research apparatus will be used to investigate and test ventilation strategies 

in longwall coal mines aimed at reducing the formation of explosive gas zones (EGZs) in the 

longwall face, deployment of a mine-wide AMS system, and validate corresponding CFD 

ventilation models.  
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 Research hypothesis 

Scaled physical models are well-established resources for investigating fluid dynamics and 

flow behavior, being used to investigate designs of airplanes to underground airways. Although 

there is publicly available information regarding scaled models for ventilation studies in longwall 

mine, none of the published reports use a modular design capable of easily changing parameters 

such as the ventilation system and strategy, longwall face advance, and strata and gob materials, 

as well as a motorized shearer. The hypothesis for this research is to demonstrate that a modular, 

scaled model of a longwall mine can be used to investigate the formation of EGZs, serve as a 

validation resource for CFD models and help develop improved ventilation strategies that 

minimize methane explosion hazards.  
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 CHAPTER 2  

BACKGROUND  

 The longwall mining method 

Longwall mining is a highly productive underground mining method used for flat-lying, 

tabular deposits. The technique is best suited for deposits that have relatively uniform 

thicknesses free of significant discontinuities. Although used for mining aggregates, salt, and 

fertilizing materials, the method is mostly known for its use in the coal industry. In the United 

States, longwall mines produced 153 million short tons or 56% of the total underground coal 

mining production in 2017 [4]. 

The longwall mining process starts with developing main entries or mains within the target 

coal seam, using a continuous miner and the room and pillar mining method. From the mains, 

development continues by driving multiple, parallel entries, the so-called gate entries or gates, 

along both sides of the longwall panel. The mains and gates serve as access for personnel, 

equipment, supplies, and to ventilate the mine. Ventilation controls such as stoppings are put in 

place to separate intake, belt, and return airways to ensure that the mine is supplied with fresh, 

uncontaminated air. Contaminated return air is coursed to an exhaust heading and main fan. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates a longwall mine and its elements.  

 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a longwall mine section [5]. Not to scale. Used with permission 
(Appendix A) 
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In the United States, typical longwall panels are 300 to 500 m wide and may be 3 to over 6 

km in length. The primary gate entry is the headgate or main gate and serves to supply fresh air, 

power, water, and supplies. It also carries the conveyor belt to haul away the coal. The opposite 

gate, the tailgate, carries away the exhaust air and serves as a secondary escape route for 

emergencies. Longwall mining heights vary from 1.5 m to 3 m [6], [7]. Panel dimensions vary 

depending on ground stability and geological and geotechnical features. The mining height is 

determined by the coal bed, longwall equipment size, and, in some cases, coal quality [8]. 

Inside the longwall face (Figure 2.1, inset, and Figure 2.2), the coal seam is mined using a 

shearer equipped with two cutting drums on the headgate and tailgate sides. The drum diameter 

is typically 0.6 to 0.7 times the seam thickness or cutting height. In the full-size mine with 3 m 

seam thickness, the drums are ~2 m in diameter. The drum width or cutting depth is typically 

~1 m. The longwall face is supported by hydraulic roof support shields, which are typically 2 m 

wide. Depending on its length, a longwall face is supported by 150 to 250 shields [8]. The roof 

support system is designed to follow the shearer and the coal cutting process in the longwall 

face. Once the coal has been cut in front of a shield, the shield canopy is lowered, and hydraulic 

rams advance it forward to close the roof gap between the shield tip and the coal. The roof 

immediately behind the advanced shield is left to collapse in a controlled manner, forming the 

gob or goaf. Once the shield advance process is completed, the canopy is raised again to support 

the roof. The coal cut by the shearer is transported to the headgate by an armored face conveyor 

(AFC). The coal is transported to the surface from the headgate by a series of belt conveyors. 
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Figure 2.2: Close view of a longwall face [9]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 

The immediate gob behind the shield forms a highly fragmented, caved, or rubble zone. 

Besides caved rock, the gob might also contain reminiscent coal from the mined panel. Usually, 

the cave height is 3 to 11 times the mining height [6], [10], containing fragments of various sizes 

and permeability ranging from 1.27107 to 1.011010 md [7]. Above the rubble zone, strata 

layers delaminate and subside all the way to the surface. As the face advances, the gob far behind 

the face gradually compacts under the overburden load. Figure 2.3 shows a side view of a 

longwall face, illustrating the caving process that happens during face advance.  

 
Figure 2.3: Side view of a longwall face detailing the shields and caving process that happens 
once the shields advance [11] (public domain) 
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 Sources of methane in a longwall mine 

In a longwall coal mine, there are four sources of methane release: the coal-cutting process, 

coal transport on conveyors, including the AFC, the longwall face and adjacent ribs, the gob 

[12], [13]. The methane contributions from these sources vary from operation to operation, based 

on geological factors, ventilation, coal production rate, and environmental conditions such as 

barometric pressure [14]. Typically, the gob contributes approximately 80% of the total released 

methane, while the other emission sources account for 20% or less [14], [15].  

 Longwall mine ventilation systems 

There are two major ventilation systems used in a longwall mine. In the United States, all 

longwall mines operate as retreat mines and are required to maintain a set of bleeder entries at 

the rear end of the mined panels unless exempted [16]. Longwall mines outside the United States 

use mostly U-type ventilation systems where the gob is progressively isolated using seals and 

may also be inertized using nitrogen or Tomlinson boiler exhaust gas. The amount of air required 

to ventilate a longwall face is dictated by methane and dust emission rates. The flow velocity in 

the face is also a function of the available cross-sectional area across the face [16]. 

2.3.1 Bleeder ventilation  

In a longwall mine that uses a bleeder system, the bleeder entries surround the mined-out 

gob. The bleeder ventilation system intends to dilute and carry away methane from the gob. 

Figure 2.4 details a bleeder ventilation system and its elements in a longwall mine. The operator 

must travel the bleeder entries and examine them for proper function and air quality. Mines must 

maintain >19.5% oxygen and <2% methane throughout the traveled bleeder airways and at 

specific examination points [17]. Bleeders are commonly ventilated with dedicated exhaust fans. 

To maintain acceptable air quality in the bleeder entries, fresh air is provided from both the 

headgate and tailgate entries. The air quantity flowing through the bleeders is controlled through 

curtains and regulators. In Figure 2.4, fresh air ventilates the face C coming in through the 

headgate (HG) entries A. The face air partially leaks into and through the gob. Fresh air is also 

coursed into bleeder entries at H. Return air leaves the face and is coursed to the bleeder fan at F 

via the tailgate (TG). On the Tailgate side, a small amount of fresh air is run through regulators 

D and E. The longwall belt is typically ventilated away from the face (outby) via B. Bleeder 

regulators at location G control the amount of air in the headgate entries.  
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Figure 2.4: Bleeder ventilation system. (A) Ventilation inlet on the headgate side, (B) Belt return 
airway, (C) Face ventilation, (D) Tailgate side entry #3 ventilation inlet, (E) Tailgate side entry 
#2 ventilation inlet, (F) Bleeder Fan ventilation outlet, (G) [18]. Used with permission (Appendix 
A) 

2.3.2 U-type or progressively sealed ventilation  

Figure 2.5 illustrates the U-type ventilation system. The fresh air is also directed to the 

longwall face from the headgate side. The gob is progressively sealed by installing seals in the 

crosscuts on the headgate side inby the face. Mines often inject nitrogen or Tomlinson boiler gas 

through the seals into the gob to inertize and control methane explosion risks. As the air travels 
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along the longwall face towards the tailgate, it carries and dilutes contaminants. On the tailgate, 

the contaminated air heads back towards the mains exhaust airways.  

 
Figure 2.5: U-type ventilation system with progressively sealed gob, gas inertization, and gob 
ventilation boreholes (GVB) [18]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 

2.3.3 Back-return ventilation 

As the air travels along the longwall face, the methane levels increase because methane 

emanates from the face, the conveyor, and the cutting process. To prevent the accumulation of 

explosive concentrations of methane at the tailgate corner, operators frequently use a back-return 

system, as illustrated in Figure 2.6 [19]. As the air exits the face, it is coursed towards the inby 

side of the tailgate and through the next inby crosscut before it heads back towards the mains. 

This sweeps the tailgate corner of excessive methane. 
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Figure 2.6: Back return system with progressively sealed gob, gas inertization, and GVBs [18]. 

Used with permission (Appendix A) 

 Longwall coal mine ventilation requirements in the United States 

30 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) §75.325 establishes 14.2 m3/s (30,000 cubic feet per 

minute, cfm) as the minimum amount of fresh air to ventilate the longwall face. 30 CFR §75.321 

requires the operator to maintain a minimum of 19.5% oxygen in any area where persons work 

or travel. The airflow rate required in the longwall face must also be sufficient to dilute and carry 

away hazardous and harmful gases and particulates. 30 CFR §75.323 specify corrective actions 

in the case of excessive methane in working places, intake airways, return airways, and bleeder 

entries. Table 2.1 details the methane concentration limits to adjust the ventilation system and the 

corrective actions for various mine locations. 
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Table 2.1: Methane concentration threshold for different parts of the mine and the required 
actions listed on 30 CFR §75.323 

Location 
Methane 

concentration 
Actions 

Working 

places and 

intake air 

courses 

> 1% 

Except for intrinsically safe atmospheric monitoring systems 

(AMS), electrically powered equipment in the affected area 

shall be de-energized, and other mechanized equipment shall 

be shut off 

Changes or adjustments shall be made at once to the 

ventilation system to reduce the concentration of methane to 

less than 1.0 percent 

No other work shall be permitted in the affected area until 

the methane concentration is less than 1.0 percent 

> 1.5% 

Everyone except those persons referred to in §104(c) of 

the Federal Mine Safety Act of 1977 shall be withdrawn 

from the affected area  

Except for intrinsically safe AMS, electrically powered 

equipment in the affected area shall be disconnected at the 

power source 

Return air 

split 

> 1 % 
Changes should be made to the ventilation system to reduce 

the concentration of methane to less than 1% 

> 1.5% 

Everyone except those persons referred to in § 104(c) of the 

Federal Mine Safety Act shall be withdrawn from the 

affected area 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

Location 
Methane 

concentration 
Actions 

Return air 

split 
> 1.5% 

Other than intrinsically safe AMS, equipment in the affected 

area shall be de-energized, electric power shall be 

disconnected at the power source, and other mechanized 

equipment shall be shut off 

No other work shall be permitted in the affected area until the 

methane concentration in the return air is less than 1.0 percent 

Bleeders and 

other return 

air courses 

> 2% 

(Provided 

use of AMS) 

Changes should be made to the ventilation system to reduce 

the concentration of methane to less than 2% 

 

CFR §27.24 and §75.342 also require all coal and rock cutting machines, longwall face 

equipment, and any other mechanized equipment used to extract or load coal to have a methane 

monitoring system. This system shall trigger an alarm when methane concentrations are above 

1% and shut the equipment off when concentrations exceed 2%. 

  Methane-air explosion hazards in longwall coal mines  

Methane-air mixtures are explosive in a range between 4.5% and 14.5% volumetric 

concentration of methane. According to Coward's diagram [3], Figure 2.7, a methane-air mixture 

can only become explosive when sufficient oxygen exists. 
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Figure 2.7: Explosibility limits of methane-air mixtures [3] (public domain) 

In longwall coal mines, the hazards related to methane-air mixtures are eminent. The diverse 

sources of methane, particularly the longwall face and the gob, create explosion hazards that 

have long been associated with mine disasters. 

Data from GVBs in longwall mines indicate that gob methane concentrations can exceed 

80% [20]. As per regulatory matters, the longwall face methane concentration shall be kept 

below 1%, with exceptions up to 1.5%. Juganda et al.[21] demonstrated that a fringe region 

exists between the face and the center of the gob where the methane concentration is in the 

explosive range. 

A methane-air explosion in a confined space such as a longwall mine can reach pressures of 

several atmospheres [22]. An explosion may propagate as long as fuel and oxygen are present. 

For example, in the 2010 Upper Big Branch explosion, the pressure wave from the initial 

methane-air explosion stirred up fine coal dust that caused the explosion to propagate through 

more than 60 km of mine workings [23].  
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 CHAPTER 3 

FLUID FLOW AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

 Airflow and head in underground mine ventilation 

Air and gases traveling through a mine continuously face changes in pressure and flow 

velocity due to friction, shock losses, changes in cross-section area, and changes in elevation. 

Flow velocity changes are changes in the kinematic energy of the fluid. Variations in elevation 

impact the potential energy of the fluid. The energy retained in the fluid stream is known as flow 

work. 

Bernoulli's equation (3.1, energy form [J/kg]) represents the fluid flow of air and gases 

derived from the principle of energy conservation.  𝑣12 + 𝑝1𝜌 + 𝑍1𝑔 =  𝑣22 + 𝑝2𝜌 + 𝑍2𝑔 + 𝐻𝑙  (3.1) 

where 𝑣 is the flow speed, p the fluid pressure, 𝑍 the elevation, 𝑔 is gravity, and 𝐻𝑙 is the 

pressure loss. 

 Dimensional analysis, scaling, and similarity applied to coal mine ventilation 

3.2.1 Dimensional analysis 

Fluid flows can be analyzed in scaled models. This process is often done when evaluating 

designs for aircrafts and ships. Dimensional analysis is the technique behind scaling the fluid 

behavior of these models. The scaling process happens through the representation of 

dimensionless parameters, such as Reynolds, Froude, Richardson, Peclet, Mach, etc., with a 

similar magnitude between scaled and full-scale models.  

Rosen (1989) [24] explains that, in a scaling problem, only some of the derived parameters 

require a transformation factor, while others do not. In scaling aerodynamic problems, surface 

tension, buoyancy, and the Reynolds number are examples of parameters that must be scaled. 

Therefore, the scaling process might introduce errors to the problem, which may considerably 

impact the representation of flow phenomena in the scaled version. An example would be the air 

compressibility changes when scaling an airway down while maintaining the Reynolds number. 
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For instance, if the hydraulic diameter of an airway is reduced by 40 times, the flow speed would 

have to be 40 times higher to maintain the same Reynolds number assuming the same 

environmental conditions. If the scaled flow velocities are higher than Mach 0.3 (~103 m/s), the 

compressibility properties of air will change. 

3.2.2 Similarity, similitude, and scaling 

Zohuri (2015) [25] states that similitude is achieved when three types of physical similarity 

are achieved: geometric, kinematic, and dynamic similarity. Duncan (1953) [26] defines 

similitude as the determination of quantitative conditions in which an event's behavior similarity 

is replicated. The concept of reproducing a similar behavior of a physical event is linked to 

dimensional analysis. Gibbings (2011) [27] states that similarity can be applied to kinematics and 

Newtonian problems by identifying non-dimensional parameters through their physical 

representations, such as the Reynolds number and its representation of turbulence in a fluid flow. 

Gibbings also exemplifies the limitations of similarity for more complex phenomena, such as 

compressible flow. Here, non-dimensional parameters, such as the Reynolds, Mach, and Grashof 

numbers represent certain phenomena. However, integral representation cannot be achieved 

since no non-dimensional parameter can represent the specific heats. 

Zohuri (2015) [25] states that similarity is achieved when equations 3.1 and 3.2 are met. 𝑁𝑜𝑚 refers to the full-size model similarity number, 𝑁𝑜𝑝 the scaled model reference similarity 

number, 𝑛 a non-dimensional variable, 𝜒𝑖 a non-dimensional coordinate, and 𝜏 non-dimensional 

time.  𝑁𝑜𝑚 =  𝑁𝑜𝑝 (3.1) 𝑛𝑢(𝜒𝑖, 𝜏)𝑚 = 𝑛𝑢(𝜒𝑖, 𝜏)𝑝 (3.2) 

Scaling correlates the full-size mine and scaled model variables at their corresponding 

locations (Zohuri, 2015 [25]). This implies that shape, velocity, and other variables would be 

scaled proportionally to the scaling factor. The scaling factor (𝑘𝑢) relates the dimensional 

variables of the scaled and the full-size mine, as described in equation 3.3. The mathematical 

definition of scaling (equation 3.3) illustrates why a full-scale model and a scaled model might 

have different phenomena representations even though a scaling factor is followed when 

considering the geometry. 
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     𝑘𝑢 = 𝑢(𝜒𝑖,𝜏)𝑝𝑢(𝜒𝑖,𝜏)𝑚  (3.3) 

3.2.3 Geometric similarity 

Geometric similarity refers to the shape and geometrical aspects of the scaled model and the 

full-size mine. This similarity exists if two objects look alike except for their overall size. Pallet 

(1961) [28] states that if the ratio of any two corresponding dimensions between two systems is 

constant, the geometric similarity is achieved. In the scaled model of a longwall mine, this 

similarity is achieved when representing the physical elements such as airway and machinery 

heights, widths and lengths with a scale factor; in this case, 1:40. 

3.2.4 Kinematic similarity  

Kinematic similarity considers the ratio of motion velocities between a full-scale mine and a 

scaled model. Kinematic similarity can be observed in similar streamlines that can be plotted 

based on CFD computations [29]. Kinematic similarity must also be considered for the rotation 

of the shearer drums. In a 1:40 scaled version of the drums, to maintain kinematic similarity, the 

scaled model drums would have to rotate 40 times faster than those of a full-size shearer.  

3.2.5 Dynamic similarity 

Dynamic similarity implies that the fluid and boundary forces acting in a scaled model 

should scale when compared to the full-size mine. This implies that the viscous and inertial 

forces are scaled such that their ratio remains constant [25]. If the ratios of the forces are 

maintained, the dimensionless variables that represent physical phenomena in the fluid flow, 

such as the Reynolds number and turbulence, shall also be maintained to ensure dynamic 

similarity.  

3.2.6 The Buckingham π theorem 

An essential concept in dimensional analysis is the Buckingham π theorem. The theorem 

states that physical relationships can be expressed using independent dimensionless variables 

composed of relevant parameters [30]. In dimensional analysis, a natural phenomenon is 

described mathematically using equation 3.4, in which all terms represent m physical variables 

[25].  
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𝑓(𝑄1, 𝑄2, … , 𝑄𝑚) = 0 (3.4) 

An example to illustrate equation 3.4 is the pressure drop (Δp) in a horizontal pipe with 

turbulent flow. This problem is mathematically expressed in equation 3.5 as a function of the 

diameter (D), length (L), and roughness (η) of the pipe, and fluid viscosity (µ) and density (ρ). 𝑓(𝛥𝑝, 𝐷, 𝐿, 𝜂, 𝜌, µ) = 0  (3.5) 

When applying the Buckingham π theorem, equation 3.4 transforms into equation 3.6. All π 

variables in equation 3.5 are non-dimensional products of some or all variables in equation 3.4. 

The theorem transforms elements of an equation describing a problem into non-dimensional 

elements while maintaining a functional relation [25]. Buckingham referred to the dimensionless 

parameters of variables such as mass, length, and time in a problem as π-groups. The (m-n) 

independent dimensionless parameters are different combinations of the many dimensional 

variables out of the 𝑚 independent variables that define a problem. 𝑛 refers to the number of 

fundamental dimensions (mass, temperature, time, length, etc.) in the 𝑚 variables.  𝑓(π1, π2, … , π𝑚−𝑛) = 0 (3.6) 

To solve equations through the Buckingham π theorem, two requirements must be satisfied. 

The first is that each fundamental dimension (such as distance, time, and mass.) must appear in at 

least one of the variables representing a π-group. The second is that all π-groups must be 

independent, and no group must be linear or exponentially dependent of another group. 

3.2.7 Important dimensionless parameters in coal mine ventilation scaling 

The airflow in the working airways of longwall coal mines is generally turbulent. These 

airways include intakes, returns, and the longwall face. In the gob, there may exist zones of 

laminar flow where the ventilation airflow velocity is low and almost non-existent [7], [31], [32]. 

Sales and Hinsley (1951) state that the Reynolds numbers in the working airways of an 

underground mine ventilation system typically range from 50,000 to 20,000,000 [33]. Jones and 

Hinsley (1958) [34], while studying the applications of scaled models to investigate underground 

mine ventilation, noted that maintaining a Reynolds number above 30,000 was sufficient to 

maintain similarity and replicate the turbulent effects of the flow.  
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The Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) (equation 3.7) is a non-dimensional number representing the 

ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces in a fluid. The inertial forces are a product of the fluid 

density (𝜌), flow velocity (𝑢), and characteristic linear dimension (𝐿), while the viscous forces 

are represented by the dynamic viscosity (𝜇). A laminar flow (𝑅𝑒 < 2,000) indicates that viscous 

forces dominate and characterize a smooth fluid motion. A turbulent flow (𝑅𝑒 > 4,000) is 

characterized by dominant inertial forces, creating a chaotic motion in which flow instabilities 

are present. Reynolds numbers between 2,000 and 4,000 represent a transitional flow regime 

between laminar and turbulent characteristics. 𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌𝑢𝐿𝜇  

 (3.7) 

Besides the Reynolds number, Gangrade et al. (2019) [35] and Jones et al. (1995) [36] also 

noted the importance of the Richardson number in scaled models where flow layer dispersion is 

evident, such as in methane-air mixtures in longwall coal mines. The Richardson number (𝑅𝑖) 
(equation 3.8) is a non-dimensional parameter that represents the ratio of buoyancy to flow shear, 

a function of gravity (𝑔), fluid density (𝜌), flow speed (𝑢), and depth (𝑧). The greater the 

Richardson number, the greater is the effect of buoyancy on the fluid dynamic behavior.  𝑅𝑖 =  𝑔𝜌 𝜕𝜌/𝜕𝑧(𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧)2 (3.8) 

 Scaled modeling for coal mine ventilation 

In 1952, Sales & Kinsley [33] developed a physical model to investigate Atkinson friction 

factors in full-size airways. The model had airways with a cross-sectional area of 58 cm2
 with 

variable cross-section dimensions and lengths. Entries were supported by round and square 

timbers. The model proved to replicate real mining conditions, observing that the friction factors 

might vary depending on the Reynolds number. Sales and Kinsley noticed only minor changes in 

the friction factor over a range of 50,000 < Re < 300,000. Sales and Kinsley determined that the 

spacing, size, and shape of the timbers had the most significant impact on the friction factor.  

Stein et al. (1975) [37] built a 1:10 scale model of a low room-and-pillar coal mine section. 

Entry dimensions were 0.9 m high by 7.9 m wide. The section used a line brattice exhaust 

ventilation arrangement. The model was used to investigate the impact of distance from the end 
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of the brattice to the mining face. Stein et al. concluded that keeping the brattice within 3 m of 

the face was more effective to control dust than keeping the curtain further back and increasing 

the ventilation quantity. Additionally, the authors correlated the auger rotational speed to the 

amount of dust generated, demonstrating that a scaled model effectively represented the 

ventilation system and contaminant concentrations in a mine.  

Aitken et al. (1988) [38] tested scaled aerodynamic models to study local build-up of 

methane and frictional ignition risks in coal mines. Aitken et al. (1988) identified bulk mine 

airflow and contaminant generation rates as critical parameters relevant to the physical model. 

The experiments demonstrated that scaled models were useful to simulate methane behavior in 

coal mines. Aitken et al. developed meaningful scaling relationships based on non-dimensional 

airflow parameters and Reynolds number similarity.  

Jones and Lowrie (1993, 1997) [39], [40] developed a scaled model of a longwall face to 

investigate the accumulation of methane and airborne pollutants. The model represented a 1:70 

scale of a 200 m long and 3 m high coal face. The authors evaluated flow scaling criteria by 

comparing inertial dispersion, dispersion by molecular diffusion, and pressure gradients. 

Geometric scaling was applied to the mine layout, while dynamic scaling was used for the gob 

and flow. The main factor guiding flow scaling was to maintain the Reynolds number to values 

comparable in actual mines. While modeling the gob, the authors kept the permeability and 

Reynolds number similar to full-scale mines. Table 3.1 details the chosen scaling criteria for the 

1:70 scaled model when simulating a full-scale flow rate of 10 m3/s in the longwall face. 

Table 3.1: Scaling criteria used by Jones and Lowrie (1997) in a 1:70 scaled version of a 
longwall coal mine [40] 

Property Scaling/substitute 

Reynolds number Constant 

Peclet number (gob) × 3 

Nominal grain size × 0.48 

Flow speed × 0.21 

Gob permeability × 0.23 

Geometry × 1/70 

Transit time (face) × 0.0068 
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Table 3.1 Continued 

Property Scaling/substitute 

Peclet number (face) × 1/10 

Flow speed × 4.3e-4 

Simulated methane gas SF6 

 

Wala et al. (2002, 2003) [41], [42], developed a 1:15 physical model of a continuous miner 

development face representing a 2.1 m high and 6.1 m wide mine face area. The dimensional 

similarity was based on the Reynolds number. The model was entirely built using Plexiglass to 

ensure optical accessibility for a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system. Wala et al. concluded 

that scaled models are an additional resource to validate CFD models of longwall mine 

ventilation. Additionally, the model served to study flow behaviors in a longwall face.  

Researchers at the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 

developed a 1:30 scaled model of a longwall coal mine [35], [43]. The Longwall Instrumented 

Aerodynamic Model (LIAM, Figure 3.1), is 8.94 m by 4.88 m, simulating a face length of 220 m 

at a geometric scale of ~1:30. This model is equipped with hot-wire anemometers and two 

pressure gauges located in the TG and HG sections of the longwall face. The LIAM also 

replicates mine elements, including the gob, the roof support system in the longwall face, the 

shearer, and ventilation controls.  

 
Figure 3.1: LIAM - a 1:30 scaled physical model of a longwall coal mine developed by NIOSH 
[35], [43]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 
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The gob is modeled using broken pieces of styrofoam for the less compacted material 

behind the shields and gravel for the more consolidated material at the central regions. The 

LIAM can be arranged to simulate both bleeder and bleederless ventilation systems. NIOSH 

researchers used both the Reynolds and Richardson numbers for aerodynamic scaling. Table 3.2 

details the scaling properties used in this physical scaled model.  

Table 3.2: Scaling factors used in the LIAM [35] 

Property Specification 

Geometry × 1/30 

Velocity × 0.56 

Flow × 6.20E-04 

Turbulent 

dispersion 
Reynolds number > 6,000 

Layer formation Conservation of the Richardson number 
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  CHAPTER 4  

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF THE PHYSICAL MODEL 

 Dimensions and layout of the 1:40 scaled model  

The objective is to develop a 1:40 scaled version of a longwall coal mine capable of 

providing an accurate representation of the mine with high-fidelity flow behavior and 

comprehensive flow and gas sensing abilities. This model is used to investigate the dynamic 

behavior of airflow mixtures in a longwall coal mine and the formation of EGZs. 

The model was designed to have a footprint of 7.0 m by 6.1 m (280 and 244 m, respectively, 

at full scale). The mine layout (Figure 4.1) incorporates a portion of a single longwall panel, 

main entries, tailgate, headgate, and bleeder entries. The longwall face is designed to be 5.5 m 

wide (220 m), and the face can advance 3.89 m (155 m) in increments of 0.61 m (24.4 m). The 

coal seam thickness and mining height are assumed to be 7.62 cm (3 m). The pillar width in the 

gate and bleeder was adjusted to reduce space usage within the physical model as it has a 

negligible impact on ventilation. Airway shape and layout maintain a high degree of geometric 

similarity with the modeled longwall coal mine. Air courses range from 14 cm to 15.5 cm (5.6 to 

6.2 m) in width and are as tall as the mining height. The variability in width is due to the cutting 

tolerances of the plexiglass sheets and pillar material. 

Modularity was an important design criterion for the physical model. The scaled model can 

be adjusted to simulate a variety of bleeder, U-type, and back-return ventilation scenarios. 

Researchers can represent several longwall face advance positions, different shearer locations, 

and both cutting directions. 
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Figure 4.1: Top view of the CAD layout for the physical model and its overall dimensions. 
Airway widths are as indicated 

 Physical design and manufacturing details 

4.2.1 Model support and structural design 

Twenty steel tables support the model, each rated for a load capacity of 8.8 kN (Figure 4.2). 

Medium-density fiberboard (MDF) panels cover the top of the tables, serving both as even floor 

and to prevent air leakage through the tables. The model walls are made from plexiglass so that 
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air and gas flow inside the model can be observed visually. A series of 80-20 beams and welded-

truss sections stabilizes the model and supports the plexiglass and framing assembly (Figure 4.3). 

 
Figure 4.2: Isometric CAD view of model base support 

 
Figure 4.3: Isometric CAD view of the welded truss-sections in the physical model 
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4.2.2  Optical accessibility 

For optical accessibility and flow visualization, the airway walls are made of 12.7 mm thick 

plexiglass panels. Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.6 show examples of smoke flowing through the 

model. Once machined and cut, the panels are attached to the base of the model by using bolts 

and washers. The top of the enclosure is bolted to the vertical panels attached to the model base. 

Strips of black sealing foam reduce air leakage between the plexiglass panels. 

 
Figure 4.4: A) Example of a flow visualization experiment using glycerin smoke. The flow 
interactions with the pillars were successfully captured. This picture shows eddies forming 
between the two pillars. B) The red rectangle shows the location where the image was taken 
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Figure 4.5: A) Flow visualization with glycerin smoke. The flow interactions with the pillars 
were successfully captured at the mains to headgate corner. B) The red rectangle shows the 
location where the image was taken 

 
Figure 4.6: Side view of a flow visualization experiment with glycerin smoke. The location is the 
same as the one shown in Figure 4.5 
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Figure 4.7: Flow visualization with glycerin smoke. This picture represents how the flow 
progresses as the fog density increases. The flow interactions with the pillars were successfully 
captured. The smoke shows eddies forming between the pillars 

4.2.3 Pillars and airway design 

The pillars in the physical model are made of MDF. Since this scaled physical model aims to 

investigate the dynamic behavior of airflow mixtures in longwall coal mines, the pillar layout 

was designed to provide an accurate representation of the airways when compared to a real 

longwall mine.  

The airways (Figure 4.8 [44]) in the model maintain a realistic aspect ratio, with the height 

fixed to 7.6 cm (3 m, in full-scale) cm and the width ranging from 14 to 15.5 cm (5.6 to 6.2 m, in 

full-scale) depending on location in the physical model (Figure 4.1).  

The pillars are fixed in the physical model using double-sided tape. Pillar bodies are hollow 

to permit the installation of flow and gas sensor electronics inside (Figure 4.9 [44]). Figure 4.10 

[44] shows the fully assembled physical model.  
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Figure 4.8: Ventilated entry on the mains viewed from the inside and details on the support pillar 
height and spacing. Full-scale entries are 3 m x 5.6 m 

 
Figure 4.9: Two IST FS7 flow sensors with circuitry and wiring inside a support pillar in the 
tailgate 
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Figure 4.10: Fully assembled physical model. A) Mains on the left and headgate on the right. B) 
Headgate on the left and bleeders on the right. C) Top view of the model from the bleeder side 
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4.2.4 Gob and strata modules 

As part of the modular design, the mining and gob regions can be changed to simulate the 

advance of the longwall face. Gob modules can be filled with a variety of materials to simulate 

changes to the porosity and permeability of the gob and strata.  

Figure 4.11 shows a gob module filled with orange plastic balls and shredded plastic 

sheeting representing parts of the gob strata. Gob modules are 50.8 cm wide and are 60.1 or 63.5 

cm long, depending on the modules' location. The differences in length for the gob modules 

serve to simulate cut and uncut portions of the longwall. The longer gob modules are used where 

the shearer has already cut the coal. The module base is a 12.7 mm thick plexiglass panel 

mounted on casters that run in a guide rail in a guide rail (Figure 4.12). Above the plexiglass 

panel sits a cage made from expanded steel that is filled with materials representing the gob 

strata. Filling with different shapes and materials allows adjustment of gob and strata 

permeabilities. In scaling the permeability of the gob, researchers focused on an accurate 

representation of the gob airflow through dynamic scaling, detailed in Chapter 5 

 
Figure 4.11: A) CAD design of a gob and face module. B) Gob module attached to a face 
module. The gob is simulated as 58-mm-diameter spheres and the strata as shredded plastic 
sheeting  
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Figure 4.12: Guide rail and track system that allows the face and gob modules to slide back and 
forth, simulating different longwall face advance scenarios 

Changing the gob material adapts the physical model to different simulation scenarios. This 

includes reproducing the gradient change in permeability of the gob (Figure 4.13), which results 

from differences in compaction between the fringes and the central region of the gob. The 

representation of variable resistance in the gob is important to capture subsidence and caving of 

the gob subject to the properties of the host rock in the immediate roof, which will impact the 

overall resistance and permeability values of the gob [45].  

The face advance simulation happens through the insertion of additional rows of gob 

modules into the physical model (Figure 4.14). Every row accommodates 11 modules for the 

5.5 m (220 m) face length. The model can accommodate up to 6 rows, simulating face advances 

from 0.9 m (36 m) to 4.6 m (184 m) in steps of 0.62 m (25 m). The top plexiglass panels are 

hinged to facilitate the insertion of additional gob modules when advancing the longwall face. 
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Figure 4.13: Permeability (m2) variation in gob regions for two mines from FLAC3D modeling 
[45]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 

 
Figure 4.14: A) 0.9 m (36 m) of face advance simulated with only one row of gob modules, in 
green color. B) 4.6 m (184 m) of face advance simulated with six rows of gob modules. The 
green modules are 61 cm wide, while the blue ones are 63.5 cm wide. This difference of 2.5 cm 
(1 m) represents the width of coal cut in one shearer pass  
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4.2.5 Longwall face 

The longwall face is equipped with a total of 110 ground support shields, a shearer, and a 

track to advance the shearer (Figure 4.15). The shields are based on a Caterpillar design and were 

3D printed using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic. The shields are 5 cm (2 m) wide 

and are as tall as the mining height, 7.5 cm (3 m). They are held in place in the longwall face 

through a push ram attached to the cable tray. 

 
Figure 4.15: Side view of a face module detailing the 3D printed longwall face machinery and 
dimensions 

The shearer (Figure 4.16) design is based on the Caterpillar EL2000 Longwall Shearer, with 

the cutting drums based on the Globoid® Drums with the design provided by German 

manufacturer Krummenauer.  

 
Figure 4.16: Longwall shearer inside a face module 

Besides matching the geometry of an actual longwall shearer, the 3D printed shearer can 

reproduce the following actions: rotation of the drums, movement of the ranging arms and cowls, 
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and translation along the face via a rack-and-pinion system. All movements are controlled via a 

microcontroller unit (MCU) and servo controllers (Figure 4.17). The servo controllers provide 

the ranging arm and cowl actuation, while a separate servo motor powers the rotation of the 

drums for both the tailgate and headgate sides of the shearer.  

 
Figure 4.17: Illustration of the shearer automation process 

A Bluetooth module allows the remote operation of the shearer from the data acquisition 

computer. Shearer movement is controlled by a color sensor that stops the shearer when it sees a 

red tag on the track. Red tags along the track control how far the shearer will move for the next 

experimental stage. A lithium-ion battery system (Figure 4.18) runs the shearer for 

approximately 1 hour per charge.  

 
Figure 4.18: Shearer internal circuits and power system 

To allow the shearer to run for more extended periods of time, it is also equipped with a 

wireless charging system. Through power transmission coils embedded in the shearer tracks 

(Figure 4.19), it is possible to recharge the shearer and to keep running continuously for longer 

experiments. The wireless control system eliminates wires, avoiding airflow disturbances in the 

physical model.  
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Figure 4.19: Power transmission coil embedded to the shearer track  

4.2.6 Gas delivery and distribution system 

A gas delivery system (Figure 4.21 through Figure 4.23) allows the physical model to inject 

gas to the longwall face and the gob, simulating the most critical methane source locations of an 

actual mine. The gas delivery system has a total of 26 discrete injection points (Figure 4.20). The 

main lines in the system are 12.7 mm diameter stainless steel, while the lines supplying 

individual injection points are 6.3 mm in diameter.  

Of the 26 injection points, 11 are dedicated to the longwall face (one injection point per face 

module), and the remaining 15 are dedicated to the gob. The gob injection points are distributed 

across three rows of gas supply lines, used according to how far the longwall face and the gob 

region have advanced. The system allows the flow quantities directed to the gob and longwall 

face to be adjusted independently. Needle valves individually adjust the flow rate to each 

injection point in the longwall face and gob.  

 
Figure 4.20: Schematic of the lines and fittings in the gas delivery system in the physical model 
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Figure 4.21: Overview of the gas delivery system. A) Overview of the gas system on the physical 
model. B) Detail of a single distribution line. C) Detail of an injection point into the strata 
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Figure 4.22: Detail of a gas injection point viewed from the top 

 
Figure 4.23: Detail of a gas injection point viewed from the inside of the physical model 
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There are currently two different manifolds used to simulate the gas injection to the longwall 

face. The first manifold (Figure 4.24, a) simulates a distributed gas source. This manifold has 10 

rows of 3 mm diameter holes spaced 6 mm (center-to-center), each row having 72 holes. The 

perforated manifold allows a distributed gas injection panel if the line is attached to the central 

slot. It can also simulate two discrete injection points by connecting the gas supply lines to the 

two lateral gas slots. Figure 4.25 details how the gas line attaches to the perforated manifold. The 

second manifold (Figure 4.24, b) has two discrete injection points and allows a clear view of the 

longwall face, which is helpful during flow visualization experiments. 

 
Figure 4.24: Two different manifolds used to inject gas into the longwall face. A) Laser-cut 
manifold with 3 mm perforations. B) Discrete injection point manifold  

 
Figure 4.25: Gas supply line to the perforated manifold presented in Figure 4.24 

The system is sized based on an airflow rate that reproduces Reynolds numbers in the 

physical model above 50,000 and a maximum 4% (by volume) concentration of gas at the 

longwall face, requiring a gas flow of approximately 580 SLPM. These numbers are beyond the 
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typical values the physical model will operate. Based on an inlet pressure of 690 kPa, the 

pressure drop in the lines is estimated to be approximately 100 kPa. 

An Alicat M-Series, 500SLPM mass flow controller (MFC, Figure 4.26) regulates the 

overall flow rate of gas injected into the physical model. The calibration of the MFC is adjusted 

for gases with the same density as methane (0.668kg/m³, at normal temperature and pressure 

conditions). The MFC can handle a maximum flow rate of 500 SLPM and a maximum gas 

pressure of 1 MPa.  

 

 
Figure 4.26: Alicat M-500SLPM mass flow controller installed into the physical model 

4.2.7 Ventilation system 

A Fantech FKD 10XL axial-vane fan (Figure 4.27) serves as the main fan for the physical 

model. When coupled to the inlet of the physical model, the fan produces a maximum airflow 

quantity of 0.2 m³/s at ~240 Pa static pressure. Figure 4.28 shows the characteristic curve for this 

fan. The inlet and outlet of the fan are 25.4 cm in diameter. The fan outlet is connected to a 25.4 

cm diameter flexible duct that discharges at the airflow to the mains of the physical model 

through a register.  
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Figure 4.27: Fantech FKD 10XL axial fan 

 
Figure 4.28: Fan characteristic curve for the Fantech FKD 10XL based on information from the 
manufacturer 

A laboratory exhaust fan is used as the bleeder/exhaust fan for the physical model. When 

coupled to the physical model, this exhaust fan operates at approximately 50 Pa static pressure 

and 0.06 m³/s. A 22 cm diameter flexible duct connects the exhaust fan to the physical model. 

 Instrumentation and data acquisition 

4.3.1 Flow sensors 

The physical model uses Innovative Sensor Technology (IST) FS7 bi-directional flow speed 

sensors (Figure 4.29). The FS7 flow sensors work based on the thermo-anemometric or hot-wire 
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principle, in which two platinum resistors and a sensing element are immersed in the flow. 

Through the temperature difference between the flow and the two resistors, the sensor estimates 

the flow speed. Table 4.1 details the technical data for the IST FS7 bi-directional flow speed 

sensors as the manufacturer provided.  

 
Figure 4.29: IST FS7 Bi-directional flow speed sensor 

Table 4.1: Technical data for the IST FS7 bidirectional flow sensors 

Operating range 0 to 100 m/s 

Response sensitivity 0.01 m/s 

Accuracy < 3% of the measured value 

Response time ~ 200 ms 

Operating temperature range -20 to 150 ° C 

Power input 7.5 V DC 

 

The FS7 sensors are calibrated using a wind tunnel (Figure 4.30) with airflow speeds 

ranging from 0.1 to 21 m/s. The calibration procedure for sensors that are not used in the gob 
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includes eight calibration points, with four points from 0 to 5 m/s and four points for airflow 

speeds higher than 5 m/s. For sensors used in the gob, a total of 5 calibration points is used, 

ranging from 0 to 5 m/s.  

 
Figure 4.30: Wind tunnel used to calibrate the FS7 flow sensors 

Through the wind tunnel and an Omega HHF-SD1 hotwire anemometer, the voltage 

readings from the flow sensors are correlated to flow speed values. This anemometer can read 

flow speeds from 0.1 m/s to 20 m/s with an accuracy of ± 5% of the flow reading. Figure 4.31 

details the voltage output of the FS7 flow sensors in airflow speeds varying from 0 to 21 m/s. 

Appendix B presents sample calibration data for gob and non-gob flow sensors.  

 
Figure 4.31: Voltage output from an FS7 flow sensor for airflow speeds ranging from 0 to 21 m/s 
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A piece of metal tubing is used to secure the sensor in place while installing it in the model. 

Figure 4.32 details how the sensors are installed in the pillar, while Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 

show the installation in the longwall face.  

 
Figure 4.32: Detail on the installation of the FS7 flow sensors in the physical model 

 

Figure 4.33: Sideview of a face module showing the location of a flow sensor in the longwall 

face 
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Figure 4.34: Schematic showing a front view of a face module and the location of the sensor slot 

A total of 49 IST flow sensors are distributed in strategic locations of the physical model 

(Figure 4.35) to observe the behavior and distribution of the airflow throughout the physical 

model. 37 sensors are installed in the mine airways and 12 in the gob. The sensor locations are 

selectedto capture airflow changes in all airways, monitor flow quantities across the longwall 

face, and investigate flow behavior in the gob.  

The installation of the flow sensors in the gob differs from the overall installation on the 

airways. While a flow visualization test can guide determining the airflow direction in the 

airways, smoke travel cannot be observed in the gob. Therefore, gob flow sensors are installed in 

pairs mounted on an L-bracket with an 90º offset orientation (Figure 4.36, b) that provides 

separate vectors in two directions, X and Y. These velocity vectors define the direction and 

magnitude of the flow in the gob.  

 
Figure 4.35: Location of the IST FS7 flow sensors in the physical model.  
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A 9 cm diameter, meshed enclosure (Figure 4.36, a) isolates the sensors from the gob 

material. Figure 4.36, c) shows a top view of the sensors installed in the gob.  

 
Figure 4.36: Detail on how the flow sensors are installed in the gob. A View of the meshed 
enclosure. B) L-bracket securing two flow sensors 90° from each other. C) View of the XY 
arrangement of flow sensors installed in a gob module 
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4.3.2 Methane substitute gas sensors 

For safety reasons, the physical scaled model does not use methane gas. A surrogate gas 

mixture of 30% CO2 and 70% He (by volume) is used to replace it instead. Chapter 5 details the 

selection process and properties of this surrogate gas mixture.  

One benefit of using a CO2 mixture in the physical model is the wide availability of suitable, 

compact sensors. Since the surrogate gas used is premixed, tracking the concentration of CO2 in 

the physical model suffices to calculate an equivalent methane concentration.  

The sensors used in the physical model are the ExplorIR®-W CO2 sensors (Figure 4.37). To 

increase the output resolution, the measuring ranges of these sensors vary by location. The gob 

and tailgate region uses sensors with ranges of 0 to 20% and 0 to 60% of CO2 . The sensor closer 

to the headgate in the longwall face and the bleeder entries use sensors with a 0 to 5% 

CO2 range.  

 
Figure 4.37: ExplorIR®-W CO2  sensor and its dimensions 
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The ExplorIR®-W CO2  sensor has a linear voltage response that increases as the 

concentration of CO2 increases (Figure 4.38). Since the response is linear, a two-point calibration 

process is used. Pure nitrogen is used to zero the sensor, while the 30% CO2 / 70% He mixture is 

used for the upper calibration limit.  

 
Figure 4.38: Sample calibration response for the ExplorIR®-W CO2 with a range of 0 to 20% 
CO2  

Figure 4.39 shows a calibration vessel for the CO2 sensors. Once all wires are connected, the 

sensors are placed inside the vessel. Teflon tape seals the cap of the vessel. The flush outlet 

(Figure 4.39, b) remains open while the calibration gas is being injected. Once the sensor output 

is no longer changing, the stable reading is considered the calibration point. 

 
Figure 4.39: Calibration vessel for the CO2 sensors. A) Top view. B) Side view 
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The response time for the CO2 sensors depend on the diffusion process. Using a 15% CO2  - 

85% N2 gas mixture in the calibration vessel, the response time for a 0-60% range CO2  the 

sensor was tested (Figure 4.40). For this specific experiment, the sensor reached its peak 

concentration within approximately 30 seconds. Once the sensor was removed from the vessel, 

the response took approximately 30 seconds to read less than 1% of CO2 . This experiment 

guided the running time of a gas experiment in the physical model.  

 
Figure 4.40: Response time for a CO2 sensor 

The physical scaled model has a total of 12 CO2 sensors installed in the longwall face, gob, 

and bleeder entries, as shown in Figure 4.41. Three sensors are installed along the longwall face 

(Figure 4.42). In the gob, the sensors are located in the same meshed enclosure that 

accommodates the bidirectional flow sensors. The gob CO2  sensors are placed approximately 

15 cm above the bottom of the gob module. This height allows measuring the simulated methane 

when buoyancy is present. The sensor height will be adjusted in future experiments to investigate 

the impact of buoyancy in the measurements.  The sensors in the bleeder entries are installed 

directly in the pillars. A flexible tube attaches to the infrared sensing element, allowing the gas 

mixtures to reach the sensors (Figure 4.43).  
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Figure 4.41: Locations of the CO2  sensors in the scaled model, arranged for a bleeder ventilation 
system. Each dot represents a CO2 sensor, with the colors indicating the calibration range 

 
Figure 4.42: A) Detail on how CO2 are installed into the longwall face. B) Top view of a face 
module showing how the sensors are placed into the foam 
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Figure 4.43: Installation of the CO2  in a pillar at the bleeder region 

The number and locations of the sensors should be optimized for the respective ventilation 

arrangement. Figure 4.43 shows the locations used for a bleeder-type setup, while Figure 4.44 

details the locations for a U-type ventilation.  

 
Figure 4.44: Locations of CO2 sensors in the physical model for U-type ventilation. Each dot 
represents a CO2 sensor 
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4.3.3 Data acquisition and processing 

The physical scaled model uses a National Instruments (NI) cDAQ-9179 chassis to 

accommodate up to 14 data acquisition modules. There are currently three NI-9209 data 

acquisition modules connected to the chassis. These modules have 32 analog input channels, 

adjusted to a ± 10 V input. Each module can sample at 500 samples/second. Since the flow 

sensors (7.5 V) run on a different voltage than the CO2 sensors (3.3 V), two modules are 

dedicated to the flow sensors, and one is dedicated to the CO2  sensors. Each sensor uses an 

analog, single-ended channel with a common ground connected to the module. 

A LabVIEW application (Figure 4.45 and Figure 4.46) configures the channel settings for 

each data acquisition module, sampling rate, voltage range, terminal configuration, and the path 

to export the acquired data. The acquired data is exported as a Technical Data Management 

System (TDMS) file, which is more efficient in terms of memory and storage considerations 

when compared to an Excel file format.  

 
Figure 4.45: Settings tab of the LabVIEW code used for data acquisition. This tab serves to 
configure the data acquisition modules, sampling settings, and file export location 
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Figure 4.46: Acquire Data tab of the LabVIEW code used for data acquisition. This tab confirms 
the data acquisition and provides a simple visualization of the voltage signals being acquired 

Once the data is acquired, a Python script processes all voltage signals based on the 

calibration data. The script first opens the TDMS file and converts it to a Pandas [46] data frame. 

The script contains the calibration information for every sensor in the physical model and their 

respective data acquisition module and analog input channel. Using the “interpolate.interp1d” 

function from SciPy [47], the acquired voltage readings are linearly interpolated with the 

calibration data.  

Once the signals are converted to flow speed and gas concentration, the algorithm handles 

the calculation of flow quantities throughout the model based on the cross-sectional area of the 

airways, calculates the direction of the flow in the gob region, make a series of plots to visualize 

the data throughout the model. Appendix C presents the complete Python processing script. 

 Limitations of the physical scaled model 

The physical scaled model focuses on representing the major elements of a longwall mine. 

Even though the critical elements are present, the physical model has limitations in simulating a 

few of the elements present in the longwall face. These elements include water sprays on the 

cutting drums as well as the coal conveyor system and its movement. The physical model also 

simulates scenarios in which the shearer is not engaged in the cutting activity and the drums are 
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not buried in coal. Although the mentioned elements will add significant complexity to the 

airflow behavior of a longwall mine, the scaled model can yet capture the overall dynamic 

behavior of the airflow of an actual mine, as Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrate.   
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 CHAPTER 5 

AIRFLOW SCALING 

 Dynamic scaling of the turbulent airflow in the physical scaled model 

During earlier stages of this research, both Reynolds and Richardson numbers were potential 

dimensionless parameters to guide the flow similarity design of the physical scaled model. The 

Richardson number is useful in regions of the mine where flow speeds are lower and the buoyancy 

forces are more predominant, such as the gob. In regions where the flow is turbulent, such as the 

longwall face and air courses, the Reynolds more accurately represents flows dominated by inertia 

forces and turbulent mixing.  

Comparing the initial CFD models of the physical model with full-scale CFD models of a 

mine is necessary to understand how the flow behaves following different scaling criteria. 

Assuming a 500,000 Reynolds number in a full-scale longwall face, the inertial forces overcome 

buoyancy forces. Although the velocity profile of the scaling criteria using Reynolds and 

Richardson numbers might be similar, the methane-air mixture behavior for these criteria might 

differ substantially.  

Juganda [48] developed more comprehensive CFD models of the scaled model. These 

models (Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.4) investigated the impacts of varying the Reynolds number 

in turbulent regions of the physical scaled model. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 demonstrates that 

Reynolds numbers greater than 36,000 are sufficient to reproduce the dynamic behavior of the 

turbulent airflow in the longwall face. When the Reynolds number is reduced to 7,000, the shape 

of the streamlines is still reproduced, but the magnitude of the normalized velocity differs from 

Reynolds numbers greater than 35,000.  
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Figure 5.1: CFD models comparing streamlines for multiple Reynolds numbers in the 1:40 
scaled model. These represent the headgate corner entering the longwall face [48]. Used with 
permission (Appendix A) 

 
Figure 5.2: Normalized velocity (to maximum velocity) plot of the monitoring line for different 
Reynolds numbers in the scaled physical model [48]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 

When evaluating the effects of the various Reynolds number on the dynamic behavior of the 

surrogate gas mixture (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4), the models demonstrated that Reynolds 
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Numbers above to 35,000 reproduced identical dynamic behavior of the gaseous mixtures in the 

longwall face.  

 
Figure 5.3: CFD models comparing different Reynolds number in the longwall face and the 
dynamic behavior of the surrogate gas mixture (30% CO2 – 70% He). The gas surrogate gas was 
injected from the longwall face [48]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 

 
Figure 5.4: CO2 mole fraction plot at the monitoring line for different Reynolds numbers in the 
scaled physical model. The CO2 values diverged a maximum of 28% at 0.75 m from the 
headgate corner. Used with permission (Appendix A) 
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 Kinematic similarity and scaling of motion 

One important aspect of flow scaling is to adapt the motion of the longwall mining 

equipment. The shearer in the scaled model focuses on representing motion as accurately as 

possible. When scaling the drum rotation, the linear, rotational speed must be considered. This 

implies that the drums should rotate 40 times faster if they have a 1:40 geometric scaling factor.  

A CFD model (Figure 5.5) confirmed that the drum’s rotation plays a role in the airflow 

behavior, as expected [48]. The model also concluded that for the impact of the rotation to be 

noticeable, the linear, rotational speed must have a comparable order of magnitude to the airflow 

speed.  

 
Figure 5.5: Contour plots comparing the velocity and methane-air mixtures profiles for static 
shearer drums (a, c) and a 2000 RPM shearer drums (b, d) [48]. Used with permission (Appendix 
A) 

The trends of the CFD model presented in Figure 5.5 were verified using the 3D printed 

drum of the physical model. The drums of the 3D shearer are currently capable of rotating at 70 

RPM. Since the drums are 4.5 cm in diameter, this rotational speed translates to an equivalent 

0.16 m/s of linear speed. When smoke traveled at approximately 0.1 m/s through the drums in 

static and rotating scenarios, the airflow behaved visibly different.  
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For the static scenario (Figure 5.6), the flow reattachment happens approximately 2.5 cm 

behind the drums. Also, the stagnation region where the air first contacts the drums is less 

noticeable. In the static scenario, no air entrapment between the drum bits is noticed.  

 
Figure 5.6: Flow visualization experiment with static drums 

When the headgate drum rotates at 70 RPM (Figure 5.13), the airflow around the drums 

becomes turbulent, and air entrapment is noticeable. The observation of air entrapment is 

particularly interesting since it indicates a location in which an EGZ might exist. When the 

rotation is present, the flow reattaches at a longer distance compared to the static drum scenario.  

 

Figure 5.7: Flow visualization experiment with drum rotating at 70 RPM 
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 Surrogate methane gas 

The modularity of the physically scaled model might create small gaps between the movable 

parts of the model if not adequately adjusted. Using methane in the physical scaled model creates 

risks associated with flammable gas leakage in the physical model. Researchers decided to use 

an inert surrogate gas to replace methane. Since both inertial forces (turbulent flow) and 

buoyancy forces (gob) are essential in the physical model, the surrogate mixture has to match the 

molecular weight of methane (16 g/mol) as well as the diffusion coefficient (0.21 cm²/s at 20 °C 

and 1 atm). 

Possible gas candidates were mixtures of He, N2, and CO2. Either a 50% He / 50% N2 and 

30% CO2 / 70% He gas mixtures can reproduce the same molecular weight of methane. Ellis & 

Holsen (1969) [49] evaluated the diffusion coefficients of He, N2, and CO2 gas mixtures, 

indicating that a He and CO2 mixture would have a similar diffusion coefficient of methane. 

Juganda [48] developed a CFD model to evaluate how a 30% CO2 – 70% He mixture would 

compare to methane gas in conditions similar to the gob region in the scaled model (Figure 5.8). 

 
Figure 5.8: Model set up and its boundary conditions. b) CFD model evidencing similar flow 
behavior of methane and the surrogate 70% He – 30% CO2 mixture in the gob of the scaled 
physical model [48]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 
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The CFD models indicated that the 30% CO2 – 70% He mixtures successfully replicated the 

same diffusion and buoyancy effects of methane in the air, and this mixture was selected as the 

surrogate gas. An additional benefit of using a gas mixture with CO2 is the wide availability of 

gas supplies and also CO2 sensors.  

 Gob resistance 

The gob region of the scaled physical model does not have the intention to scale 

geometrically to an actual mine. The focus of the materials used as the gob is to have an accurate 

representation of the airflow and gaseous mixtures' dynamic behavior compared to an actual 

mine. This happens through matching resistance and permeability values of an actual gob region. 

Currently, the gob in the physical model is simulated as packed spherical objects (Figure 5.9). 

The modularity allows the objects to be easily replaced, so permeability and resistance values 

can be adjusted to desired levels. 

 
Figure 5.9: Currently available spheres for simulating the gob 

The permeability of the packed spheres is calculated using Darcy’s law (Equation 5.1), in 

which 𝑄 is the airflow quantity (m³/s), 𝑘 is the absolute permeability (m²), ∆𝑃 is the pressure 

drop across the channel (Pa), 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of the air (Pa.s), and 𝑥 is the length of 

the packing/porous medium. Packings with the three available sphere diameters presented in 

Figure 5.9 were tested.  𝑄 = −𝑘𝐴∆𝑃𝜇𝑥   (5.1) 

Figure 5.10 presents the calculated permeability values for three different packing lengths 

(15.2, 38.1, and 76.2 cm) and sphere sizes in Figure 5.9. The calculated permeability values for 

the different sphere sizes are approximate to actual gob permeability values available in the 
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literature [8], as Table 5.1 suggests. It is worth mentioning that the actual permeability values 

will be lower in the physical model since the packing distance will increase as the mining 

advances.  

 

 

Figure 5.10: Calculated permeability values for different sphere diameters and packing distances 

Table 5.1: Compiled permeability and resistance values for the gob region [8]. Used with 

permission (Appendix A) 
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 CHAPTER 6 

BLEEDER TYPE VENTILATION EXPERIMENTS AND DATA VALIDATION 

 Impact of shearer location in the flow speed across the longwall face  

Fort the initial ventilation experiments with the physical the ventilation system was set as 

bleeder type. The initial experiments looked into how the shearer location would impact the 

airflow and methane distribution in the longwall face and gob during the early stages of the coal 

panel mining. The longwall face is advanced 1.52 m (60.8 m) from the bleeder entries in this 

scenario (Figure 6.1). 

 
Figure 6.1: Experimental set-ups. A) Shearer at headgate. B) Shearer at the tailgate 

A combination of two sphere sizes simulates the variation in permeability in the gob (Figure 

4.13). As Figure 6.2 shows, 5.8 cm diameter spheres simulate the regions with lower compaction 

(behind the shields, close to the pillars at the tailgate, headgate, and bleeder entries). For the 

central portion of the gob, with increased compaction, 3.8 cm diameter spheres simulate the 

increased resistance.  
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The experiments simulated two different cutting directions and shearer locations (Figure 6.1, 

a and b). For the experiments, the fan was set at two different speeds, each flowing 

approximately 9000 LPM and 6000 LPM to the mains, respectively. The sampling rate for each 

sensor was 1 Hz, and the sampling time was 330 s. The data was processed considering only a 

steady-state condition, so the first 150 s of the experiments were removed as the flow and gas 

readings were stabilizing.  

 
Figure 6.2: Gob set up for the ventilation experiments in the physical model 

The shearer location significantly impacts the measured flow speeds in the longwall face 

(Figure 6.3). When the shearer is located at the headgate, the flow disturbances from the shearer 

reduces the flow speed across the longwall face. Considering the average of all 11 measured 

points, the flow speed decreases 42% compared to the scenario the shearer is at the tailgate 

portion. Appendix D shows a schematic for the flow quantities in the physical model for the four 

scenarios presented in Figure 6.3. When the shearer is located at the headgate, its obstruction 

forces the air to be pushed towards the shields’ jack. This explains the changes in the airflow 

speeds comparting the headgate and tailgate location scenarios.  The observed flow speeds in the 

physical model follow Peng and Chiang's trends [50] reported (Figure 6.4).  

Peng and Chiang [50] also evaluated how the flow speed changes in different regions of a 

cross-section in the longwall face. The authors pointed that flow speeds are higher at mid-mining 

height (Figure 6.5). Using an HHF-SD1 hotwire anemometer, the flow in three face modules (at 

1.5 (60), 2.0 (80), and 2.5 (100) m from the headgate corner of the longwall face, respectively) 

was measured at mid-mining height (38 mm, 1.5 m equivalent). The hotwire anemometer 

measured the flow at three different distances from the gas injection manifold in a face module 

(30, 50, and 80 mm from the face (0.8, 2.0, and 3.2 m in full-scale). As Figure 6.6 shows, results 
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from this experiment prove that the flow profile across the physical scaled model follows the 

trend of the flow profiles in an actual longwall mine. Figure 6.7 illustrates the probing height and 

depths in the physical scaled model.  

 

 
Figure 6.3: Flow speed across the longwall face for the four scenarios tested 

 
Figure 6.4: Airflow quantity in a longwall face [50]. Used with permission (Appendix A) 
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Peng and Chiang [50] mention that Figure 6.5a is at shield number 5, while Figure 6.5b is at 

shield number 41. The flow in shield no. 5 has a higher speed towards the jack since it is 

capturing the flow separation that happens on the headgate to the longwall face intersection 

(Figure 5.1). As the flow travels the longwall face, it reattaches, creating a profile similar to 

Figure 6.5b shows.  

 
Figure 6.5: Flow speeds (in feet per minute) on two cross-sections [50]. Used with permission 
(Appendix A) 

 
Figure 6.6: Flow profiling across the longwall face at three face modules at 38 mm height  
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the probing depth and height for the data presented in Figure 6.6 

 Simulated methane investigation and gob flow 

For the flow experiments presented in Figure 6.3, simulated methane (30% CO2 and 70% 

He) was injected into the longwall face and gob. The flow rate of methane was constant at 180 

SLPM. 20% of the total gas volume (36 SLPM) was directed to the longwall face, injected at 

each of the 11 face modules, while the gob had 5 injection points, injecting the remaining 80% 

(144 SLPM) of the simulated methane. The 180 SLPM represents 2% of the flow quantity into 

the mains for the fan setting that provides approximately 9000 LPM to the mains. Figure 6.8 

details the location of the injection points in the physical model for these experiments.  

As expected, the flow quantities in the longwall face of the physical model (Figure 6.3) 

affect the methane concentrations in the longwall face. For the shearer in the headgate scenarios, 

the methane concentration increased as the flow speed decreased. The equivalent concentrations 

of methane are in the explosive range for the two experiments in which the shearer is at the 

headgate. The EGZ for this scenario expands from tailgate to mid-face. Since the simulated 

methane is a premixed gas mixture with 30% CO2 , the equivalent concentration of methane is 

obtained by multiplying the measured CO2 concentration by 3.33 (100/30). 
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Figure 6.8: Location of the simulated methane (30% CO2 and 70% He) injection points 

Once the shearer is at the tailgate, methane equivalent concentrations shift to the explosive 

range for the lower fan speed scenario. The concentrations remain at the lower explosive limit of 

methane for the higher fan speed scenario. This experiment is helpful to understand how 

temporary impacts in the ventilation system might affect the formation of EGZs in the longwall 

face.  
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Figure 6.9: Equivalent simulated methane readings in the longwall face of the physical model 

Schatzel et al. [51] evaluated the accumulated methane emissions in an actual longwall face, 

concluding that the methane concentration increases as the air travels from headgate to tailgate 

and leaks to the gob (Figure 6.10). These results are consistent with the ones obtained in the 

physical model. The authors also observed higher accumulations of methane when the shearer is 

cutting from headgate to tailgate.  

 
Figure 6.10: cumulative methane in a longwall face on different days for both tailgate to 
headgate and headgate to tailgate cutting directions [51] (public domain) 

Considering the data collected for the gob (Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12), methane follows 

the direction of the airflow in the gob and accumulates as it travels towards the bleeder fan. It is 

noticeable that the shearer location also impacts the amount of airflow sweeping the gob. EGZs 
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were observed on the far back end of the gob, at the tailgate side. Once the shearer is located at 

the headgate, the sensors captured lower flow speeds in the gob compared to the scenarios with 

the shearer at the tailgate. Figure 6.13 presents a CFD model simulating a similar scenario with 

two rows of gob modules. In Figure 6.13, it is possible to understand better how the gas flows 

through the gob. The CFD model is intaking 9000 LPM of air at the mains and is injecting 180 

LPM of methane (20% to the face and 80% to the gob). In the CFD model, the shearer is located 

at face module no. 11, cutting towards the headgate, as in Figure 6.1 b.
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Figure 6.11: Flow direction and simulated methane concentrations in the gob for the scenarios with the shearer at the tailgate  
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Figure 6.12: Flow direction and simulated methane concentrations in the gob for the scenarios with the shearer at the headgate 
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Figure 6.13: CFD model with two rows of gob module demonstrating the simulated methane flow behavior in the physical model
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 CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Conclusions 

This work demonstrates that a 1:40 scaled physical model of a longwall coal mine can be 

used to investigate mine ventilation strategy and the formation of EGZ. When developing such a 

model, an important part of the work is how to accurately maintain the geometric, kinematic, and 

dynamic similarity with a full-scale longwall mine. It is important to note that different areas of 

the mine require different approaches to properly represent flow similarity. Therefore, the gob 

region does not match geometric similarity but instead focuses on representing the dynamic 

similarity of the airflow and gaseous mixtures.  

Additive manufacturing techniques, such as 3D printing, can assist with ensuring geometric 

similarity. It is also important to understand how the motion and actuation of machinery in a 

mine might impact the dynamic behavior of the airflow. The dynamic similarity of turbulent 

zones can be achieved by maintaining a Reynolds number above 35,000. Although a lower 

Reynolds number might still simulate similar flow streamlines, it impacts the overall 

representation of gaseous mixtures in air. On lower flow speeds, buoyant forces prevail over 

momentum and shear forces, affecting the dynamic behavior of airflow and gaseous mixtures. 

Too high Reynolds numbers might reproduce flow speeds that could change the compressibility 

of air, no longer maintaining a similar flow. This happens because the flow speed would have to 

increase to compensate for the reduced hydraulic diameter. 

The gob region can be scaled by using similar permeability values of actual gobs. An 

indication that the flow in the gob is behaving as expected in the scaled model is the airflow 

leakage across the longwall face. For two rows of gob modules, the physical scaled model has 

presented a flow leakage in the upper limits of what is observed in a longwall mine. Once the 

longwall face advances and the gob region expands, the overall permeability of the gob will 

decrease, and so will the leakage.  

For a bleeder ventilation scenario, gas experiments proved that EGZs might exist in the gob 

region as the air travels towards the bleeder fan. In the longwall face, an EGZ is more likely to 
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exist closer to the tailgate since there will be less ventilation due to airflow leakage to the gob. 

Both these findings are consistent with in-mine observations as well as CFD modeling. The 

reduced ventilation towards the tailgate might be insufficient to dilute methane from the coal 

face.  

The shearer location also impacts the airflow in the longwall mine. The shearer acts as an 

obstacle, creating flow separation in the longwall face. This flow separation affects the overall 

ventilation at the cutting location. The scaled model verified that EGZs in the longwall face are 

likely to exist at the airflow boundary layer with the coal face, confirming the methane ignition 

risks during coal cutting. To prevent ignition hazards in these circumstances, it is recommended 

to maintain airflow quantites at the longwall face on sufficient levels to adequately dilute 

methane. Ignition control measures, such as water sprays at the cutting drums, are recommended 

to prevent methane ignition during coal cutting.   

 Future work 

On the instrumentation side, a recommendation for future work is to continue the expansion 

of gas sensors in the physical model and flow sensors in the gob region. The complexity of 

understanding flow direction will increase as the gob region expands, requiring more sensors to 

capture the flow with more accuracy. A setup that includes at least an additional flow sensor per 

location in the gob can make it easier to understand the flow behavior under increased 

complexity.  

Expanding the gas sensing capabilities of the physical model in the bleeder entries, headgate 

portions of the gob, and the airways at the tailgate are recommended. This expansion will allow 

the physical model to measure the simulated methane in currently impossible locations. Gas 

sensing capabilities at the tailgate airways will be necessary when simulating a U-type 

ventilation system.  

On the experimental side, it is recommended to continue the experiments with bleeder 

ventilation with a longer face advance. This will be important when evaluating how a more 

extended gob region can affect the flow leakage across the longwall face.  Also, researchers 

should test the U-type ventilation scenario with and without back return and compare the 

experimental data to CFD models and in-mine measurements. Researchers can provide insights 
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on how the formation of explosive gaz zones happens for different ventilation strategies from 

experimenting with both bleeder and U-type ventilation under different mine layout conditions.  

An additional suggestion for future investigation is evaluating how irregular gob caving 

might affect the formations of EGZs. Since irregular caving will affect the airflow both in the 

longwall face and the gob region, it is important to evaluate how it can impact the ventilation 

system.  
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Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, and Figure 2.6 
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Figure 3.1 
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Figure 4.13 
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Figure 4.13 cont.  
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Table 5.1 
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Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.8. At the time of the thesis 

submission the paper was yet to be published. Use of material in thesis was authorized.  
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Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5
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 APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE CALIBRATION DATA – FS7 FLOW SENSORS 

Sensors not used in the gob 

Sensor # Flow speed (m/s) 0 1.16 2.5 4.74 7.9 11.9 16.4 21 

40 

Voltage reading 

2.032 2.53 2.753 2.962 3.124 3.279 3.466 3.716 

39 2.101 2.548 2.756 2.956 3.146 3.304 3.422 3.587 

42 2.068 2.538 2.769 2.971 3.155 3.306 3.44 3.662 

41 2.079 2.543 2.779 3.004 3.206 3.428 3.63 3.891 

32 2.062 2.509 2.729 2.928 3.085 3.28 3.465 3.7 

 

Sensors used in the gob 

Sensor # Flow speed (m/s) 0 0.07 0.37 1.1 2.42 4.51 

G12 

Voltage reading 

1.934 2.025 2.193 2.461 2.717 2.966 

G13 1.995 2.099 2.271 2.534 2.794 3.033 

G14 2.002 2.102 2.272 2.54 2.808 2.973 

G15 2.018 2.115 2.292 2.57 2.838 3.078 

G16 2 2.092 2.265 2.542 2.802 3.048 

G17 1.988 2.085 2.271 2.543 2.804 3.044 
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 APPENDIX C 

PYTHON PROCESSING SCRIPT 

!pip install npTDMS 

 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import matplotlib.patches as mpatches 

from matplotlib.text import OffsetFrom 

import scipy 

from scipy.interpolate import interp1d 

import seaborn as sns  

from nptdms import TdmsFile 

 

# Date of last update and check on calibration information: March 12, 2021 

 

# Enter the calibration data for the FLOW SENSORS 

 

airflow_calibration_group_1 = [0, 0.3, 1.1, 2.5, 4.9, 8.4, 12.7, 17.2] 

sensor_13 = [1.97, 2.164, 2.394, 2.608, 2.803, 2.956, 3.066, 3.176] 

# sensor_18 = [2.031, 2.241, 2.478, 2.702, 2.918, 3.102, 3.205, 3.254] - W

as recallibrated 

sensor_28 = [2.031, 2.287, 2.516, 2.739, 2.963, 3.158, 3.317, 3.417] 

sensor_29 = [2.033, 2.246, 2.488, 2.717, 2.942, 3.137, 3.307, 3.424] 

sensor_30 = [1.955, 2.231, 2.459, 2.675, 2.891, 3.07, 3.207, 3.305] 

sensor_31 = [2.021, 2.306, 2.551, 2.777, 2.994, 3.165, 3.277, 3.358] 

sensor_32 = [1.955, 2.207, 2.438, 2.649, 2.844, 2.987, 3.107, 3.22] 

sensor_39 = [2.063, 2.335, 2.605, 2.873, 3.124, 3.304, 3.404, 3.515] 

sensor_41 = [2.025, 2.316, 2.556, 2.784, 3.006, 3.196, 3.346, 3.426] 

sensor_42 = [1.945, 2.215, 2.441, 2.652, 2.84, 3.001, 3.158, 3.301] 

sensor_43 = [2.062, 2.234, 2.504, 2.766, 3.011, 3.216, 3.346, 3.454] 

sensor_44 = [2.036, 2.318, 2.605, 2.86, 3.116, 3.302, 3.489, 3.68] 

sensor_45 = [2.035, 2.3, 2.579, 2.846, 3.106, 3.286, 3.491, 3.771] 

sensor_46 = [2.045, 2.281, 2.553, 2.803, 3.08, 3.321, 3.55, 3.723] 

sensor_47 = [2.043, 2.287, 2.566, 2.825, 3.087, 3.289, 3.489, 3.655] 

sensor_48 = [2.054, 2.263, 2.541, 2.761, 3.002, 3.237, 3.401, 3.581] 

sensor_49 = [2.06, 2.298, 2.573, 2.847, 3.129, 3.359, 3.549, 3.657] 

sensor_50 = [2.02, 2.236, 2.523, 2.786, 3.06, 3.272, 3.453, 3.598] 

sensor_51 = [2.03, 2.276, 2.552, 2.811, 3.068, 3.303, 3.496, 3.673]  

sensor_52 = [2.01, 2.281, 2.58, 2.855, 3.112, 3.282, 3.445, 3.577] 

group_1 = [sensor_13, sensor_28, sensor_29, sensor_30, sensor_31, sensor_3

2, sensor_39, sensor_41, sensor_42, sensor_43, sensor_44, sensor_45, senso

r_46, 
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           sensor_47, sensor_48, sensor_49, sensor_50, sensor_51, sensor_5

2] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_2 = [0, 2.59, 4.99, 8.4, 12.5, 17, 22.4] 

sensor_33 = [2.072, 2.785, 2.993, 3.158, 3.352, 3.576, 3.875] 

sensor_34 = [1.976, 2.616, 2.827, 2.995, 3.14, 3.228, 3.273] 

sensor_36 = [2.056, 2.74, 2.934, 3.108, 3.265, 3.391, 3.556] 

sensor_38 = [2.432, 3.178, 3.416, 3.616, 3.806, 4.019, 4.312] 

sensor_40 = [2.074, 2.767, 2.983, 3.165, 3.299, 3.437, 3.776] 

group_2 = [sensor_33, sensor_34, sensor_36, sensor_38, sensor_40] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_3 = [0, 2.54, 4.74, 8.23, 12.50, 17.17, 22] 

sensor_5 = [2.104, 2.766, 3.004, 3.204, 3.438, 3.649, 3.894] 

sensor_14 = [2.018, 2.674, 2.887, 3.068, 3.223, 3.34, 3.436] 

sensor_17 = [2.097, 2.679, 2.892, 3.089, 3.224, 3.314, 3.462] 

group_3 = [sensor_5, sensor_14, sensor_17] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_4 = [0, 2.59, 4.99, 8.4, 12.5, 17, 22.4] 

sensor_22 = [1.989, 2.65, 2.859, 3.043, 3.289, 3.499, 3.744]  

sensor_23 = [2.042, 2.725, 2.938, 3.138, 3.408, 3.628, 3.864]  

sensor_25 = [2.049, 2.643, 2.87, 3.048, 3.134, 3.249, 3.527]  

group_4 = [sensor_22, sensor_23, sensor_25] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_5 = [0, 2.67, 5.1, 8.5, 12.7, 17.2, 22.7] 

sensor_18 = [2.146, 2.274, 2.908, 3.046, 3.171, 3.35, 3.586] 

sensor_24 = [1.977, 2.617, 2.81, 2.944, 3.107, 3.297, 3.469] 

sensor_6 = [2.043, 2.708, 2.916, 3.135, 3.36, 3.491, 3.702] 

group_5 = [sensor_18, sensor_24, sensor_6] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_6 = [0, 2.4, 4.46, 7.5, 11.5, 15.2, 20.3] 

sensor_37 = [2.234, 2.789, 2.992, 3.158, 3.289, 3.364, 3.529] 

sensor_21 = [2.038, 2.717, 2.933, 3.113, 3.256, 3.406, 3.643] 

group_6 = [sensor_37, sensor_21] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_7 = [0, 0.09, 0.42, 1.29, 2.67, 5.2] 

sensor_g1 = [1.94, 2.036, 2.201, 2.481, 2.743, 2.989] 

sensor_g2 = [1.955, 1.984, 2.187, 2.466, 2.736, 2.995] 

sensor_g3 = [1.952, 2.036, 2.178, 2.45, 2.695, 2.906] 

sensor_g4 = [1.916, 1.976, 2.166, 2.438, 2.694, 2.924] 

sensor_g5 = [1.968, 2.094, 2.26, 2.515, 2.724, 2.912] 

sensor_g6 = [1.907, 1.945, 2.126, 2.395, 2.679, 2.924] 

sensor_g9 = [1.976, 1.968, 1.998, 2.545, 2.778, 3.012] 

sensor_g10 = [1.933, 2.003, 2.192, 2.469, 2.706, 2.947] 

sensor_8 = [1.95, 2.006, 2.148, 2.435, 2.733, 2.965] 
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group_7 = [sensor_g1, sensor_g2, sensor_g3, sensor_g4, sensor_g5, sensor_g

6, 

           sensor_g9, sensor_g10, sensor_8] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_8 = [0, 0.33, 1.07, 2.34, 4.52] 

sensor_g7 = [1.889, 2.147, 2.402, 2.643, 2.893] 

group_8 = [sensor_g7] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_9 = [0, 0.35, 1.09, 2.39, 4.39] 

sensor_g8 = [1.875, 2.125, 2.389, 2.625, 2.831] 

sensor_g11 = [2.011, 2.153, 2.435, 2.696, 2.942] 

group_9 = [sensor_8, sensor_g11] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_10 = [0, 2.51, 4.71, 8, 12.6, 17.3, 22.1] 

sensor_26 = [2.084, 2.721, 2.937, 3.12, 3.27, 3.374, 3.45] 

group_10 = [sensor_26] 

 

airflow_calibration_group_11 = [0, 2.49, 4.72, 7.9, 12.2, 16.7, 21.4] 

sensor_11 = [1.974, 2.668, 2.897, 3.115, 3.346, 3.506, 3.722] 

sensor_16 = [2.057, 2.679, 2.887, 3.055, 3.195, 3.309, 3.482] 

group_11 = [sensor_11, sensor_16] 

 

# FLOW SENSORS 

# Calibration group 1 

cal_sensor_13 = interp1d(sensor_13,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_28 = interp1d(sensor_28,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_29 = interp1d(sensor_29,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_30 = interp1d(sensor_30,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_31 = interp1d(sensor_31,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_32 = interp1d(sensor_32,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_39 = interp1d(sensor_39,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_41 = interp1d(sensor_41,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_42 = interp1d(sensor_42,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 
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cal_sensor_43 = interp1d(sensor_43,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_44 = interp1d(sensor_44,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_45 = interp1d(sensor_45,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_46 = interp1d(sensor_46,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_47 = interp1d(sensor_47,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_48 = interp1d(sensor_48,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_49 = interp1d(sensor_49,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_50 = interp1d(sensor_50,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_51 = interp1d(sensor_51,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_52 = interp1d(sensor_52,airflow_calibration_group_1, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 2 

cal_sensor_11 = interp1d(sensor_11,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_16 = interp1d(sensor_16,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_33 = interp1d(sensor_33,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_34 = interp1d(sensor_34,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_36 = interp1d(sensor_36,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_38 = interp1d(sensor_38,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_40 = interp1d(sensor_40,airflow_calibration_group_2, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 3 

cal_sensor_5 = interp1d(sensor_5,airflow_calibration_group_3, fill_value="

extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_14 = interp1d(sensor_14,airflow_calibration_group_3, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_17 = interp1d(sensor_17,airflow_calibration_group_3, fill_value

="extrapolate") 
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cal_sensor_22 = interp1d(sensor_22,airflow_calibration_group_4, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_23 = interp1d(sensor_23,airflow_calibration_group_4, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_25 = interp1d(sensor_25,airflow_calibration_group_4, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 5 

cal_sensor_18 = interp1d(sensor_18,airflow_calibration_group_5, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_24 = interp1d(sensor_24,airflow_calibration_group_5, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_6 = interp1d(sensor_6,airflow_calibration_group_5, fill_value="

extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 6 

cal_sensor_37 = interp1d(sensor_37,airflow_calibration_group_6, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_21 = interp1d(sensor_21,airflow_calibration_group_6, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 7 

cal_sensor_g1 = interp1d(sensor_g1,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g2 = interp1d(sensor_g2,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g3 = interp1d(sensor_g3,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g4 = interp1d(sensor_g4,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g5 = interp1d(sensor_g5,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g6 = interp1d(sensor_g6,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g9 = interp1d(sensor_g9,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g10 = interp1d(sensor_g10,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_val

ue="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_8 =  interp1d(sensor_8,airflow_calibration_group_7, fill_value=

"extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 8 

cal_sensor_g7 = interp1d(sensor_g7,airflow_calibration_group_8, fill_value

="extrapolate") 
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# Calibration group 9 

cal_sensor_g8 = interp1d(sensor_g8,airflow_calibration_group_9, fill_value

="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_g11 = interp1d(sensor_g11,airflow_calibration_group_9, fill_val

ue="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 10 

cal_sensor_26 = interp1d(sensor_26,airflow_calibration_group_10, fill_valu

e="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 11 

cal_sensor_11 = interp1d(sensor_11 ,airflow_calibration_group_11, fill_val

ue="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_16 = interp1d(sensor_16 ,airflow_calibration_group_11, fill_val

ue="extrapolate") 

 

co2_calibration_group_5 = [0, 5] 

co2_sensor_7 = [0.0157, 3.297] 

co2_sensor_8 = [0.0158, 3.294] 

co2_sensor_9 = [0.0163, 3.296] 

co2_sensor_14 = [0.0163, 3.294] 

co2_group_5 = [co2_sensor_7, co2_sensor_8, co2_sensor_9, co2_sensor_14] 

 

co2_calibration_group_20 = [0, 20] 

co2_sensor_1 = [0.0157, 3.296] 

co2_sensor_2 = [0.0246, 3.296] 

co2_sensor_3 = [0.0162, 2.73] 

co2_sensor_4 = [0.0160, 3.293] 

co2_sensor_5 = [0.0161, 2.936] 

co2_sensor_6 = [0.0159, 3.073] 

co2_sensor_10 = [0.0155, 3.296] 

co2_sensor_11 = [0.0295, 3.294] 

co2_group_20 = [co2_sensor_1, co2_sensor_2, co2_sensor_3, co2_sensor_4, co

2_sensor_5, co2_sensor_6, 

                co2_sensor_10, co2_sensor_11] 

 

co2_calibration_group_30 = [0, 60] # Use for sensors that are higher than 

20% and were calibrated with 30% CO2 GAS 

co2_sensor_12 = [0.0151, 1.576] 

co2_sensor_13 = [0.0154, 1.412] 

co2_group_30 = [co2_sensor_12, co2_sensor_13] 

# CO2 Sensors 

 

# Calibration group 5 
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cal_sensor_co2_7 = interp1d(co2_sensor_7, co2_group_5, kind = 'linear', fi

ll_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_8 = interp1d(co2_sensor_8, co2_group_5, kind = 'linear', fi

ll_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_9 = interp1d(co2_sensor_9, co2_group_5, kind = 'linear', fi

ll_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_14 = interp1d(co2_sensor_14, co2_group_5, kind = 'linear', 

fill_value="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 20 

cal_sensor_co2_1 = interp1d(co2_sensor_1, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_2 = interp1d(co2_sensor_2, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_3 = interp1d(co2_sensor_3, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_4 = interp1d(co2_sensor_4, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_5 = interp1d(co2_sensor_5, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_6 = interp1d(co2_sensor_6, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear', f

ill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_10 = interp1d(co2_sensor_10, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear',

 fill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_11 = interp1d(co2_sensor_11, co2_group_20, kind = 'linear',

 fill_value="extrapolate") 

 

# Calibration group 30 

cal_sensor_co2_12 = interp1d(co2_sensor_12, co2_group_30, kind = 'linear',

 fill_value="extrapolate") 

cal_sensor_co2_13 = interp1d(co2_sensor_12, co2_group_30, kind = 'linear',

 fill_value="extrapolate") 

 

from google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

paths = [('_/Actual.tdms')] 

 

for i in paths: 

  tdms_file = TdmsFile.read(i) 

  tdms_file.as_dataframe 

  print(i) 

  for j in  tdms_file.groups(): 

    w = str(j) 

    w = (w[23:-2]) 

    group = tdms_file[w] 
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    print(w) 

    aux = group.as_dataframe() 

  if i == paths[0]: 

    data = aux 

  else: 

     data = data.append(aux) 

 

data = data[30:110] # Use this line to select the time interval  

# UPDATE THIS TO ADD THE NEW MODULE!!! CHECK ALL CO2  

 

data.mod1_ch0  = data.mod1_ch0.apply(cal_sensor_38) 

data.mod1_ch1  = data.mod1_ch1.apply(cal_sensor_36) 

data.mod1_ch2  = data.mod1_ch2.apply(cal_sensor_49) 

data.mod1_ch3  = data.mod1_ch3.apply(cal_sensor_13) 

data.mod1_ch4  = data.mod1_ch4.apply(cal_sensor_16) 

data.mod1_ch5  = data.mod1_ch5.apply(cal_sensor_43) 

data.mod1_ch6  = data.mod1_ch6.apply(cal_sensor_50) 

data.mod1_ch7  = data.mod1_ch7.apply(cal_sensor_11) 

data.mod1_ch8  = data.mod1_ch8.apply(cal_sensor_6 

data.mod1_ch9  = data.mod1_ch9.apply(cal_sensor_21) 

data.mod1_ch10  = data.mod1_ch10.apply(cal_sensor_22) 

data.mod1_ch11  = data.mod1_ch11.apply(cal_sensor_25) 

data.mod1_ch12  = data.mod1_ch12.apply(cal_sensor_24) 

data.mod1_ch13 = data.mod1_ch13.apply(cal_sensor_26) 

data.mod1_ch14 = data.mod1_ch14.apply(cal_sensor_23) 

data.mod1_ch15 = data.mod1_ch15.apply(cal_sensor_5) 

data.mod1_ch16 = data.mod1_ch16.apply(cal_sensor_48) 

data.mod1_ch17 = data.mod1_ch17.apply(cal_sensor_52) 

data.mod1_ch18 = data.mod1_ch18.apply(cal_sensor_30) 

data.mod1_ch19 = data.mod1_ch19.apply(cal_sensor_29) 

data.mod1_ch20 = data.mod1_ch20.apply(cal_sensor_31) 

data.mod1_ch21 = data.mod1_ch21.apply(cal_sensor_33) 

data.mod1_ch22 = data.mod1_ch22.apply(cal_sensor_34) 

data.mod1_ch23 = data.mod1_ch23.apply(cal_sensor_40) 

data.mod1_ch24 = data.mod1_ch24.apply(cal_sensor_37) 

data.mod1_ch25 = data.mod1_ch25.apply(cal_sensor_17) 

data.mod1_ch26 = data.mod1_ch26.apply(cal_sensor_14) 

data.mod1_ch27 = data.mod1_ch27.apply(cal_sensor_28) 

data.mod1_ch28 = data.mod1_ch28.apply(cal_sensor_45) 

data.mod1_ch29 = data.mod1_ch29.apply(cal_sensor_44) 

data.mod1_ch30 = data.mod1_ch30.apply(cal_sensor_51) 

data.mod1_ch31 = data.mod1_ch31.apply(cal_sensor_46) 

data.mod2_ch0  = data.mod2_ch0.apply(cal_sensor_41) 

data.mod2_ch1  = data.mod2_ch1.apply(cal_sensor_32) 

data.mod2_ch2  = data.mod2_ch2.apply(cal_sensor_42) 
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data.mod2_ch3  = data.mod2_ch3.apply(cal_sensor_39) 

data.mod2_ch4  = data.mod2_ch4.apply(cal_sensor_47) 

data.mod2_ch5  = data.mod2_ch5.apply(cal_sensor_g1) 

data.mod2_ch6  = data.mod2_ch6.apply(cal_sensor_g10) 

data.mod2_ch9  = data.mod2_ch9.apply(cal_sensor_8) 

data.mod2_ch10 = data.mod2_ch10.apply(cal_sensor_g7) 

data.mod2_ch11 = data.mod2_ch11.apply(cal_sensor_g3) 

data.mod2_ch12 = data.mod2_ch12.apply(cal_sensor_g5) 

data.mod2_ch14  = data.mod2_ch14.apply(cal_sensor_g6) 

data.mod2_ch17  = data.mod2_ch17.apply(cal_sensor_g2) 

data.mod2_ch21   = data.mod2_ch21.apply(cal_sensor_g4) 

data.mod2_ch24   = data.mod2_ch24.apply(cal_sensor_g8) 

data.mod2_ch25   = data.mod2_ch25.apply(cal_sensor_g11) 

data.mod2_ch29   = data.mod2_ch29.apply(cal_sensor_g9) 

 

data.mod3_ch0 = data.mod3_ch0.apply(cal_sensor_co2_6) 

data.mod3_ch1 = data.mod3_ch1.apply(cal_sensor_co2_1) 

data.mod3_ch2 = data.mod3_ch2.apply(cal_sensor_co2_9) 

data.mod3_ch3 = data.mod3_ch3.apply(cal_sensor_co2_3) 

data.mod3_ch4 = data.mod3_ch4.apply(cal_sensor_co2_12) 

data.mod3_ch5 = data.mod3_ch5.apply(cal_sensor_co2_2) 

data.mod3_ch6 = data.mod3_ch6.apply(cal_sensor_co2_10) 

data.mod3_ch7 = data.mod3_ch7.apply(cal_sensor_co2_7) 

data.mod3_ch8 = data.mod3_ch8.apply(cal_sensor_co2_14) 

data.mod3_ch9 = data.mod3_ch9.apply(cal_sensor_co2_4) 

data.mod3_ch10 = data.mod3_ch10.apply(cal_sensor_co2_8) 

data.mod3_ch11 = data.mod3_ch11.apply(cal_sensor_co2_13) 

longwall_face = data[['mod1_ch25','mod1_ch9', 'mod1_ch10', 'mod1_ch26', 'm

od1_ch14', 'mod1_ch12', 'mod1_ch11', 'mod1_ch24', 'mod1_ch15', 'mod1_ch13'

, 'mod1_ch8']] 

 

face_cart = ['FC1', 'FC2','FC3','FC4','FC5','FC6','FC7','FC8','FC9','FC10'

,'FC11'] 

face_velocity_mean = longwall_face.mean() 

face_velocity_mean = face_velocity_mean.tolist() 

 

face_velocity_std = longwall_face.std() 

face_velocity_std = face_velocity_std.tolist() 

 

face_df = pd.DataFrame(list(zip(face_velocity_mean, face_velocity_std,face

_cart)), 

                       columns = ['Average (m/s)', 'STDEV (m/s)ˆ2', 'Face 
cart #']) 
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# Matplotlib plot with a custom error band 

 

# Define variables to plot 

y_mean = face_df[['Average (m/s)']] 

y_mean = y_mean.to_numpy() 

y_mean = y_mean[:,0] 

x = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11]) 

 

# Compute upper and lower bounds using chosen uncertainty measure: here 

# it is a fraction of the standard deviation of measurements at each 

# time point based on the unbiased sample variance 

y_std = face_df[['STDEV (m/s)ˆ2']] 
y_std = np.array(y_std) 

y_std = y_std[:,0] 

 

error = 0.5*y_std 

lower = y_mean - error 

upper = y_mean + error 

 

# Draw plot with error band and extra formatting to match seaborn style 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(15,10)) 

ax.plot(x, y_mean, 'k-' ) 

ax.plot(x, lower, color='tab:blue', alpha=0.2) 

ax.plot(x, upper, color='tab:blue', alpha=0.2) 

ax.fill_between(x, lower, upper, alpha=0.2, color = 'tab:blue') 

ax.set_xlabel('Face cart number', fontsize=14) 

ax.set_ylabel('Flow speed (m/s)', fontsize=14) 

plt.xticks(x) 

ax.spines['top'].set_visible(False) 

ax.spines['right'].set_visible(False) 

 

ax.annotate('HG', 

            xy=(.085, .9205), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax.annotate('TG', 

            xy=(.91, .40), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 
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plt.title('Flow velocity across the longwall face', fontsize=16,  fontweig

ht='bold') 

 

black_line = mpatches.Patch(color='k', label='Average flow speed') 

green_line = mpatches.Patch(color='tab:blue', alpha = 0.4, label='STDEV') 

plt.legend(handles=[black_line, green_line]) 

 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 12}) 

plt.show() 

 

face_df 

 

gob_flow = data[['mod2_ch17','mod2_ch5', 'mod2_ch6', 'mod2_ch19', 'mod2_ch

21', 'mod2_ch11', 'mod2_ch9', 'mod2_ch10', 'mod2_ch24', 'mod2_ch25', 'mod2

_ch14', 'mod2_ch12']] 

 

legends = ['loc1_lower_x', 'loc1_lower_y', 

           'loc1_upper_x', 'loc1_upper_y', 

           'loc2_lower_x','loc2_lower_y', 

           'loc2_upper_x','loc2_upper_y', 

           'loc3_lower_x','loc3_lower_y', 

           'loc3_upper_x','loc3_upper_y'] 

gob_flow.columns = legends 

 

gob_flow_mean = gob_flow.mean() 

gob_flow_std = gob_flow.std() 

 

legends_u = ['loc1_lower_y', 

           'loc1_upper_y', 

           'loc2_lower_y', 

           'loc2_upper_y', 

           'loc3_lower_y', 

           'loc3_upper_y'] 

 

legends_v = ['loc1_lower_x', 

           'loc1_upper_x', 

           'loc2_lower_x', 

           'loc2_upper_x', 

           'loc3_lower_x', 

           'loc3_upper_x'] 

 

u_mean = gob_flow_mean[legends_u] 
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u_mean = u_mean.tolist() 

u_std = gob_flow_std[legends_u] 

u_std = u_std.tolist() 

v_mean = gob_flow_mean[legends_v] 

v_mean = v_mean.tolist() 

v_std = gob_flow_std[legends_v] 

v_std = v_std.tolist() 

 

X = [0.762, 0.762, 2.794, 2.794, 4.826, 4.826] 

Y = [0.3048, 0.9144, 0.3048, 0.9144, 0.3048, 0.9144] 

 

gob_flow_df = pd.DataFrame(list(zip(u_mean, u_std, v_mean, v_std,X, Y)), 

                       columns = ['U (x) (m/s)',  'U - std', 'V (y) (m/s)'

, 'V - std', 'X', 'Y']) 

 

U = u_mean 

V = [ -x for x in v_mean] 

 

 

fig2, ax2 = plt.subplots(figsize = (18, 6)) 

ax2.set_title("pivot='tip'; scales with x view") 

Q = ax2.quiver(X, Y, U, V, units = 'xy', scale_units = 'width', pivot='tip

', width=0.015, 

               scale = 5, color = 'k') 

 

ax2.scatter(X, Y, color='0.5', s=1) 

ax2.set_ylim(0,1.524) 

ax2.set_xlim(0,5.58) 

plt.title('Flow profile in the gob', fontsize=16, fontweight='bold') 

ax2.set_xlabel('x (m)', fontsize=14) 

ax2.set_ylabel('y (m)', fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate('HG', 

            xy=(.075, .92), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate('TG', 

            xy=(.92, 0.92), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 
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ax2.annotate('Bleeder entries', 

            xy=(.47, 0.15), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate('LW face', 

            xy=(.5, 0.92), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

flow= np.hypot(U, V) 

flow = flow.tolist() 

flow = [round(num, 2) for num in flow] 

 

flow0 = str(flow[0])+' m/s' 

flow1 = str(flow[1])+' m/s' 

flow2 = str(flow[2])+' m/s' 

flow3 = str(flow[3])+' m/s' 

flow4 = str(flow[4])+' m/s' 

flow5 = str(flow[5])+' m/s' 

 

gob_co2 = data[['mod3_ch3', 'mod3_ch8', 'mod3_ch11', 'mod3_ch5', 'mod3_ch4

', 'mod3_ch9']] 

 

gob_co2_mean = gob_flow.mean() 

gob_co2_std = gob_flow.std() 

 

Z = gob_co2_mean 

X = [0.762, 0.762, 2.794, 2.794, 4.826, 4.826] 

Y = [0.3048, 0.9144, 0.3048, 0.9144, 0.3048, 0.9144] 

 

gob_co2_df = pd.DataFrame(list(zip(Z, X, Y)), 

                       columns = ['% CO2', 'X', 'Y']) 

gob_co2_df["% CH4"] = (100/30) *gob_co2_df["% CO2"] 

ch4_gob = gob_co2_df["% CH4"].tolist() 

 

ch4_0 = str(round(ch4_gob[0],2))+' % CH4' 

ch4_1 = str(round(ch4_gob[1],2))+' % CH4' 

ch4_2 = str(round(ch4_gob[2],2))+' % CH4' 

ch4_3 = str(round(ch4_gob[3],2))+' % CH4' 

ch4_4 = str(round(ch4_gob[4],2))+' % CH4' 

ch4_5 = str(round(ch4_gob[5],2))+' % CH4' 

 

ax2.annotate(flow0, 

            xy=(.15, 0.6), xycoords='figure fraction', 
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            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(flow1, 

            xy=(.15, 0.27), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(flow2, 

            xy=(.5, 0.6), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(flow3, 

            xy=(.5, 0.27), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(flow4, 

            xy=(.825, 0.6), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(flow5, 

            xy=(.825, 0.27), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

 

ax2.annotate(ch4_0, 

            xy=(.15, 0.55), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(ch4_1, 

            xy=(.15, 0.22), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(ch4_2, 

            xy=(.5, 0.55), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 
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ax2.annotate(ch4_3, 

            xy=(.5, 0.22), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(ch4_4, 

            xy=(.825, 0.55), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

ax2.annotate(ch4_5, 

            xy=(.825, 0.22), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

 

 

ax2.annotate(flow0, 

            xy=(.15, 0.6), xycoords='figure fraction', 

            horizontalalignment='left', verticalalignment='top', 

            fontsize=14) 

 

plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 12}) 

plt.hlines(y = 1.37, xmin = 0, xmax = 6) 

plt.show() 

 

gob_co2_df 

gob_ch4 = data[['mod2_ch26', 'mod2_ch27', 'mod2_ch28','mod2_ch18', 'mod2_c

h7', 'mod2_ch8','mod2_ch23', 'mod2_ch15', 'mod2_ch13', 'mod2_ch16', 'mod2_

ch22', 'mod2_ch20']] 

 

gob_co2_mean = gob_flow.mean() 

gob_co2_std = gob_flow.std() 

 

Z = gob_co2_mean 

 

gob_co2_df = pd.DataFrame(list(Z)) 

gob_co2_df = pd.DataFrame(list(zip(Z)), 

                       columns = ['% CO2']) 

gob_co2_df["% CH4"] = (100/30) *gob_co2_df["% CO2"] 

gob_co2_df 
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#Data export to Aditya's spreadhseet 

locations = data[['mod1_ch0','mod1_ch1', 'mod1_ch4', 'mod1_ch7', 'mod1_ch5

', 'mod1_ch2', 'mod1_ch3', 'mod1_ch6', 'mod1_ch25', 'mod1_ch9', 'mod1_ch10

', 'mod1_ch26', 'mod1_ch14', 

                  'mod1_ch12', 'mod1_ch11', 'mod1_ch24','mod1_ch15', 'mod1

_ch13', 'mod1_ch8', 'mod1_ch23', 'mod1_ch22', 'mod1_ch21', 'mod1_ch17', 'm

od1_ch16', 'mod1_ch18', 

                  'mod1_ch20', 'mod1_ch19', 'mod1_ch30', 'mod1_ch31', 'mod

1_ch29', 'mod1_ch28', 'mod2_ch4', 'mod2_ch1', 'mod2_ch0', 'mod2_ch2', 'mod

2_ch3', 'mod1_ch27', 'mod2_ch17', 'mod2_ch5', 

                  'mod2_ch6', 'mod2_ch19', 'mod2_ch21', 'mod2_ch11', 'mod2

_ch9', 'mod2_ch10', 'mod2_ch24', 'mod2_ch25', 'mod2_ch14','mod2_ch12']] 

 

location_number = [] 

i = 0 

for i in range(49): 

  i = str(i+1) 

  location_number.append(i) 

 

locations.columns = location_number 

 

locations = locations.mean() 

locations = pd.DataFrame(locations) 

locations.to_csv(r'_.csv') 
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 APPENDIX D 

Flow quantities (l/s) in the physical model  

 

• Shearer at headgate, main fan set to approximately 100 l/s 
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• Shearer at headgate, main fan set to approximately 150 l/s 
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• Shearer at tailgate, main fan set to approximately 100 l/s 
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• Shearer at tailgate, main fan set to approximately 150 l/s 


